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Abstract 
Ratajczyk, Z., Subsystems of true arithmettc and hierarchies of functions, Annals of Pure and 
Applied Logic 64 (1993) 95-152. 
The combinatorial method coming from the study of combinatorial sentences independent of 
PA is developed. Basing on this method we present the detailed analysis of provably recursive 
functions associated with higher levels of transfinite induction, I(&,), and analyze combinatorial 
sentences independent of I(&,). Our treatment of combinatorial sentences differs from the one 
given by McAloon [1X] and gives more natural sentences. The same method give also a 
combinatorial technique with no use of the cut-elimination theorem which is appropriate to 
study proof-theoretic strength of subsystems of first order arithmetic and some of their 
expansions. It was used to analyze iterated reflection principle and system of transfinite 
induction with a satisfaction class. 
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0. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to give some applications of combinatorial methods in 
the proof theory of subsystems of true arithmetic such as arithmetical transfinite 
induction I(&,), and the iterated reflection principle se(PA). These methods 
come out from the study of combinatorial-independent (from PA) statements of 
the Ramsey style. 
For explanation, %,;;,(PA) = PA + RFN(PA). One of the definitions of the 
iterated reflection principles appears in Feferman [4] (see also Smorynski [30]). 
We restate this definition in Chapter IV. The principle I(&,), denoted in the 
literature also as TI(c,), is the theory of transfinite induction up to E,; this is well 
defined if we are given a primitive recursive system of notations for some ordinal 
A > E, and the operations /3 + y, w” and cP are defined in PA. 
The aim of this paper is twofold. On one hand we construct some simple 
combinatorial sentences in the Ramsey style independent from the systems 
mentioned above. On the other hand we show that the same methods which allow 
us to construct these statements give also a proof-theoretic technique yielding also 
other proof-theoretic results with no use of the cut-elimination theorem. 
To be more precise, we generalize the Paris-Harrington statement [21] to the 
I(&,)-case. Moreover, we generalize to the I&)-case Wainer’s theorem which 
describes the set Rek(PA)-the recursive functions provably total in PA, in terms 
of the Hardy hierarchy up to E(,. We also prove the equivalence I(E,) = Zn,(PA). 
The starting point for the generalizations of Wainer’s result is the combinatorial 
proof of this theorem for PA, see [20] and [9], see also [23], where a short proof 
is given. Some of the technical details come from [23]. 
We stress that the classical proof-theoretic argument for Wainer’s theorem is 
quite long. Wainer’s paper [32] is just the final step of the proof based on the 
description of Rek(PA) in terms of <co recursion (known previously, see [13] and 
[31]). A much shorter and elegant proof-theoretic argument was found quite 
recently, see [2]. 
Let us also add that the main tool for the description of Rek(I(E,)) used below 
is the Hardy hierarchy of any primitive recursive length h. The definition of this 
hierarchy depends on the choice of the family of sequences anpa, for each limit 
(Y< A. We denote this family by P and call it the system of (fundamental) 
sequences. The Hardy’s hierarchy constructed with the use of P is denoted by 
Hi, a < A. We shall need a very special system P of sequences; see the discussion 
of this topic in Chapter I. 
We have organized the paper as follows. Chapter I is devoted to some aspects 
of the fundamental sequences and Hardy’s hierarchies. Chapter II contains the 
main combinatorial and logical notions used in the paper. The other chapters are 
devoted to the proofs of the main results of the paper. 
Let us list the informal statements of the main results. 
In Chapter III we obtain some results connected with Wainer’s theorem. The 
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main ones are: 
Corollary to Theorem 111.1.1 (immediate generalization of Wainer’s theorem). Zf 
P is an appropriate system of sequences for .eor+l then the following implication 
holds: 
f E Rek(I(%))+ 3P < &+I 3~ VY >xf b) <H:(Y). 
Let P-TH”(<Lu) denote Cn(IE,) fl & plus all the axioms 
Vx 3y Hi(x) = y for p < Ly. 
Theorem 111.1.3. If P is an appropriate system of sequences for E,+,, 
then (I / nz) E P-TH”(<E,+,), where I(E,) r ZI* denotes the theory 
WWI(e,)) n T-b). 
In Chapter IV we present a new proof of the Kreisel-Levy-Schmerl theorem 
[14,27]), ?&(PA) = I(&,). 
In order to state the next results of Chapter IV, let PH” denote the principle 
PH which Paris and Harrington [21] proved to be independent of PA. Moreover 
let PHZ denote the appropriate ath iteration of PH, depending on the system Q 
of sequences. The principle PHE defined in this paper is a refinement of the 
combinatorial principle studied by McAloon [18]. 
Theorem IV.2.1. Zf Q is the appropriate system of sequences for A in LX:,, Q is 2, 
then Iz1, k PHZ = R(I(<E,), Z,), where R(T; E,) denotes the uniform reflection 
principle for 2, formulas with respect to T. 
In Chapter V we go beyond the first-order arithmetic. Let I(E,; S) denote PA 
plus transfinite induction up to E, in the language LPA(S) plus the sentence 
stating that S is a full satisfaction class for Lp,-formulas. 
Theorem V.l. If P is an appropriate system of sequences for E,*+, then 
I(E,; s) 1 fl, = P-TH”(<E,~+,). 
We conclude this introduction with a description of the main notions and ideas 
used in this paper. We extensively work with sets of diagonally indiscernible sets 
in the Paris-Harrington sense [21]. The central role is played by the notion of 
some relatively large sets of diagonal indiscernibles, called a-skeletons (see 
Definition 11.1.4). An important idea is to use them in a specific manner. Namely 
for an a-skeleton A we define the relation A b 8 for ~9 <a, 8 E LPA, which has 
some properties similar to the usual satisfaction relation (Lemma 11.1.9). This 
relation is adequate for the limited provability (Lemma 11.1.10). Moreover, 
VB E Ax(PA) fl [0, a] A k 8. 
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The strength of the theories P-TH”(<e,+,), I(e,+i) and PA + PHZ allows us 
to construct some very large u-skeletons. Then we show that there exist 
a-skeletons which are u-models for I(&,). Lemma III.1.5, the main lemma used 
in the proof of Theorem 111.1.1 is roughly speaking as follows. 
I& proves: if c is sufficiently large then every &,-large (in the Ketonen- 
Soloway sense) a-skeleton A has the following property: 
VB [Ind(B, E,) <u”~-+A kInd(B, Ed)]. 
The construction of a-skeletons is more or less in the style of the proof of the 
Paris-Harrington result. They are not used to construct inner models, however. 
Indeed, the transfinite iteration of the construction of such models does not seem 
possible. Rather than this we study immediate connections similar to the one 
expressed in the lemma stated above. In the proof of the lemma we formally 
argue as we would have the transfinite induction on (Y. This is admissible because 
such induction is in fact the finite induction thanks to the possibility of the 
so-called finitization of this sort of reasoning (see Lemma 1.2.6). 
The method of the proof described above is called combinatorical-logical (the 
simplest case of this method appears in Chapter II). This method was used in the 
proofs of all the main results. Its advantage over the classical cut-elimination 
technique is that it gives simple information about the change of the lengths of 
the proofs if we pass from a fragment of one theory to the equivalent fragment of 
another theory. 
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I. Systems of fundamental sequences and hierarchies 
In this chapter we consider the problem of choice of a system P of fundamental 
sequences a,,7 a for each limit a < il (for A for short), where A is a fixed 
primitive recursive ordinal. 
We make precise conditions which ensure among other things that all functions 
in the hierarchy HE: a < h are increasing. The formal arithmetical definition of 
the hierarchy is in 2.5. Set-theoretically the hierarchy Hz: a < 3L is defined by 
inductive conditions: 
H; = id, 
HP,+,(x) = HE(x + 1) for x E N, 
H:(X) = Hzx(x) for LY E Lim, x E N. 
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Here the symbol = denotes the alternative: are identical or both undefined. In 
order to ensure that the hierarchy Hz: LY < A consists only of increasing functions 
the following condition (cf. [17]) is sufficient: 
(*) H:,(x) < H:(X) for all i <X E N and all a: < A, cy E Lim. 
Indeed, if assume (*) then the inductive step for cx E Lim follows from the 
following inequalities for i <x: 
Hz(i) = HE,(i) < HE,(x) < If~Jx) = H:(x). 
The condition expressed by (*) will be called local monotonicity of the 
hierarchy. 
Schmidt [28,29] proved that if the system P of sequences satisfies the 
following condition due to Bachmman [l] 
(**) forcu,/I<AandnEFVwehave ~~~u,<p<a+ CY,C/~~~, 
then each well-defined hierarchy (Hc: cy< il is such an example) is locally 
monotone, and hence contains only increasing functions. Moreover the hierarchy 
itself is increasing, i.e., (Y < /3 implies 3y Vx > y HE(x) < Hi(x). Systems of 
(fundamental) sequences satisfying (**) are called B-systems. A simple example 
of a B-system is obtained from the usual one for E() by a slight modification 
[(Un+ )n = oa(n + 1) rather than wan], cf. [12, 2.41. 
In Section 1 we present formal arithmetic (indeed, in IEi) counterparts of the 
following notions: system of notations, system of E-notation, system of sequences 
and B-system of sequences. We define also a bit stronger notion of a B+-system 
and also of a BC-c-system of sequences. 
In Section 2 we prove that most of the above-mentioned properties of the 
hierarchy HE: (Y < A are provable in IE:, , provided P is a B+-system in 12,. 
Moreover we prove in Section 2 the existence of B+-systems and of B+-E-systems 
in LX,, for every primitive recursive A. 
I. 1. The arithmetical definitions of systems, and hierarchies 
We formalize in the theory of mathematical induction for _LYr formulas, LZ,, all 
the basic notions concerning systems. As we shall see later all the above- 
mentioned notions are equivalent to analagous notions in PRA, indeed, the 
theorem of Minc/Takeuti says that PRA fl fl, = LX, f~ flZ. We have chosen 12, 
because proofs in I_Zi are less troublesome. 
1.1. Definition. We say that the formula n(x, y) E E, defines the basic system of 
notations in 12, iff n(x, y) defines in LX, an unbounded discrete strict linear order 
on the domain of A with least element 0, and the formulas 
+, y) A 132 (a(% 2) A A-(z, Y)), 
VY [h(Y, x>+ 32 (qY> 2) A Q, x1)1 
are of class 2, in LX,. 
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The first of these formulas we shall denote as y = S(X) and the second as 
Lim(x). Obviously these formulas are automatically II, in LX,. 
We use the following conventions which will be used throughout the paper. 
Instead of x belongs to the domain, of A, i.e., instead of Sly (A@, y) v Iz(y, x)), 
we write x <A. The variables whose range is limited to dom A. are denoted 
suggestively by d, /I, . . . . Instead of A(cY, /I) we write (Y < p. If we wish to write 
that cy is smaller than /3 in the sense of the ordering on the natural numbers then 
we write f&l < rpl. Obviously there exists a 2, formula which defines iterations 
Y(a) in IZ,. We write 6 = (Y + n rather than /3 = S”(a); the sum of (Y and II as 
natural numbers will be denoted as r~1 + II. The operation of addition of 
ordinals will be denoted a + /3, whenever defined. 
It is known that for every recursive ordinal CC there exists a formula Iz(x, y) E E, 
satisfying (a, <) = (N, {( m, n): N k A(m, n)}) which defines the basic system of 
notation in LX,. 
Let the notation 97(x, y) = z E 2, mean that 47 is a formula having 3 free 
variables (q := Q~(x, y, z) E ,X1) such that the sentence Q~(x, y, z,) A ~(x, y, z2)-, 
z, = z, is provable in IZ, . 
1.2. Definition. We say that the formula P(x, y) = z E 2, defines a system of 
fundamental sequences for A in 12, (shortly the system of sequences for A in 2,) 
iff the theory 12, proves 
(i) P(O,n)=Or\Va>OP(a,n)<a, 
(ii) P(cu + 1, n) = a, 
(iii) Lim(a) A 0 < a--, 3n p < P(a, n). 
(iv) n<m+P(a, n)<P(a, m). 
The value P((Y, n) will also be denoted by CC,‘. 
1.3. Definition. 1. We say that the formula P(x, y) = z E 12, defines a B-system 
of sequences for h in 1,X, iff 
(i) P defines the system of fundamental sequences for A in IX,, 
(ii) I~,~(u,P<~<~~~,P~~~. 
2. We say that P defines a B+-system of sequences for A in IZ1 iff P satisfies (i) 
but instead of (ii), LX1 proves 
A simple example of a B+-system is the system for E,) defined by the following 
conditions 
(0)n = 0, 
(0 “+‘)n = w”l(n + 1) + 1, 
(o”), = CfJnn for Ly E Lim. 
It is easy to show that this system is _X,-definable in 12,. 
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Systems of notations A for which the operations wa, Em, cy i fi are defined in 
primitive recursive manner are called c-systems of notations. Here (Y i p is the 
restriction of addition to arguments LY, /3 such that all the exponents in the Cantor 
normal expansion of a are 2 all the exponents of p. 
In order to work with such systems we must assume that some axiomatically 
defined properties of the above-mentioned operations are provable in 12,. In 
particular the axioms should ensure the Cantor normal form and continuity of 
operations 0 g E,. We need very special E-systems (and fundamental sequences), 
which guarantees nice properties of a-large sets, see Section 11.3. These 
requirements lead to the following definition. 
1.4. Definition. We say that A(x, y) E 2, together with the formulas ai p = y, 
wa = /3, E, = /3 E 2, defines an E-system of notation in 12, iff )3(x, y) defines a 
basis system of notation in 12, and 12, proves: 
(i) cuio=oi a= a, a// 1= a+ 1, w”= 1, WE”= E,, 
(ii) (ui(Piy)=(0~+/)iY, 
(iii) cui wBJ--+[(cu/ 0”) i wyj,ejp< Y], where the symbol 1 indicates that 
the operation is defined, 
(iv) Va#O3!p, y((~=Pi w’) and -38, Y(O=pi wy), 
(v) &jpJ A a, pzo-+ V, rp’ < %p’, 
(vi) 13Y (p = E )+ rp’ < Fwfi’ 
(vii) aij?L+[[Yi cu”3s<p;=&6)+y<cui~], 
(viii) wyJ,-+ (wai /3 < wye,< Y), 
(ix) ++/I<E,~/3<Yr>. 
E-systems play an essential role in the studies of arithmetical transfinite 
induction I(a). For completeness let us formulate an exact formal definition of 
I(a) mentioned in the Introduction. Assume that n defines a basic system of 
notations in 12,. Let g be a term defining number a such that IX, t cr < il. 
1.5. Definition. The theory I(a) is PA extended by the following scheme of 
arithmetic transfinite induction: 
where ~(x, y) ranges over LpA (in symbols Ind(cp, _a); for ~1 E L,,) 
I(<&) equals the sum of I(p): for /3 < my. 
Gentzen [?‘I proved I(E,) = I(<E,+,) under th e assumption that an E-system for 
E~+~ is defined. His systems are different, but this theorem can as well be proved 
for &-systems of the present paper. It follows that if an E-system for (Y is given 
then I(a) = I(E,~) where E,~ is the greatest epsilon ordinal ~CX 
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Assume now that k(x, y) together with the accompanying formulas defines an 
s-system of notation in LX,. 
1.6. Lemma (LX,). (1) F or each IX with 0 < (Y < A there exist a,), . . . , a,, such that 
0 = @ffl, + . . . + w”’ . This representation (called the Cantor normal form) is 
unique. Moreover, (Y(] 2 a1 3 . . .a a,,. 
(2) Assume that (Y = ~~~~ i * . . i Waft, p = wslI -i . . . i c@~. Then (Y < /3 e 
[(a) v @)I, where 
(a) n <m A Vi G n a; = pi, 
(b) 3j < n, m [Vi <j (ai = pi) A aj < /?,I. 
(3) Assume that aui PJ. Then 
y<ai/3 -3 [y<cuv36</3y=ai6], 6</3-+&6J. 
(4) Assume that w”l. Then 
/3ELim + OB=limoY, p=y+1 + wP = lim wyn. 
Y<B n 
(5) Assume that efii. Then 
pELim + EL3=liioE,, /3 = y + 1 + El3 = lim wz+‘, 
where in general w,” is the obvious iteration of the w n, I$ = a. 
Proof. We work in LX’,. (1) is a direct consequence of Definition 1.4(iii)-(v). 
We now prove (2). 
It is enough to show the implication [(a) v (b)]+ (Y < p since the condition 
(a) v (b) defines a linear ordering on the set of all finite increasing sequences. 
If (a) holds, then there exists 6 # 0 such that p = cui 6, whence by (vii) it 
follows that a < p. Assume now that (b) is valid. Then there exist y, 6,, &, and 
j s m, n such that LY = y-i- w”f i 6,, /3 = y i CI# i 6, and a; < /Ii. By (viii) it 
follows that wq i 6, < ~~1. Hence by (vii) we have 0~1 i 6, < C& i & and 
y i 0~1 i 6i < y i ~~1 i 6,, which was to be proved. 
(3) follows immediately from (1) and (2). 
To show (4), assume that w”L. By (vii), wYn < wB for all n, if y </I. Hence the 
proof of (4) reduces to the proof of the equality mp = sup{ w yn: y < p, n 
arbitrary}. Assume that (Y -=c o @. It is enough to show that cy is not an upper 
bound of the set { wYn: y < p, n arbitrary}. 
By (iv) there exist y, 6 such that cx = oyi 6. By (viii), y < p, but by (l), (2) 
there exists n such that LY = o y i 6 < w yn. 
To prove (5) assume that Efjj,. Since a?+’ < ey+i for all n (this follows from 
(i), (viii) and (ix)), th e proof of (5) reduces to proving the equality: cB = 
sup{ oz,?,‘: y < p, n arbitrary}. To do this it is enough to show the following: 
VLY < El3 3y < p 3n a < a&_+,‘. 
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We prove this by induction on ‘cY’. Assume that our claim holds for all 
‘ordinals’ such that ra;,l < r&l and let cx < &/I, a = o*i 6,. If 6, = 0 and 6 = E,,, 
then (Y = E,, and y < p. Assume then that 6, # 0 or 6 is not of the form cy. Then 
by (v), (vi) r~l < ‘a1 and by (viii) 6 < E 
y, n such ;hat 6 < CD,:+,. 
,,. By inductive assumption there exist 
Hence, by (viii), cx = W’ i 6, < o,$Y,‘, which finishes 
the proof. 0 
1.7 Note. (i) One can prove that every recursive ordinal number has an c-system 
of notation in KY, (of class 2,). To see this it is enough to observe that each basic 
system of notation in IX, can be extended to a set of terms forming an c-system 
in 12, in such a way that if A defines a well-ordering then this extension is also 
well-ordered. 
(ii) The natural system of notation for c, built up from symbols of operations: 
0, ai wB, ~(a, /3) (definition in [5]) is a system of is-notation in KY, (actually, in 
IA,, + exp and of class 442”)). 
1.8. Definition. Assume that il together with the accompanying formulas defines 
an E-system of notation in 12, (of class 2,). We say that P(LY, n) = j3 E 2, defines 
a B+-E-system of sequences for A in 12, if and only if P defines a B+-system for A 
in IZ, and the following conditions are provable in 12,: 
(i) (LY+ D), = a+ Pn, 
(ii) (ma+’ )n = u”I(n + 1) + 1, 
(iii) (~0~)~ = wan if CY E Lim A cy # 0 and CY is not of the form .su, 
(iv) (4, = mA+,, 
(v) (Eg+,)n = on+, , 
&p+l 
for all a, p, y such that cui /$ we, ma+‘, Ed+, <A. 
I. 2. The existence theorems and the properties of the Hardy hierarchies 
The first main aim of this section is to construct B+-systems and B+-E-systems 
of sequences in 12,. 
The second main aim is to show that the main properties of the hierarchy Hc: 
a < il. are provable in IL’, , provided P is a Bf-system in IX,. 
In contrast to the construction of the B-systems in Schmidt [28] we construct 
B+-systems in one step avoiding transfinite induction which is not available in 
LX,, but the general idea of the construction is similar. 
2.1. Theorem. (i) If A(x, y) E 2, defines a basic system of notations in the theory 
12, then there exists P(x, y) = z E 2, which defines a B+-system for il in 12,. 
Proof. Observe that there exists a formula Q(x, y) = z of class A, in 12, which 
defines a system of sequences for A in IZ’, having the properties: 
(a) IZ,ka#</?<n* r~l < ‘pl, 
(b) IE,ta~</3<cu+n< ‘p’. 
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Namely, the formula 
defines such a system. 
We now define a B+-system of sequences &, for h. in LX,. We define /3, 
informally in LX,. It is enough to define fin for all limit @. Let PC, be the smallest 
number in the sequence @: k = 0, 1, . . . satisfying the condition 
(c) vavm[(U~<~<a+a~+l~~~] 
Then we define P,, = /3,$?+n where Is,, = Pf. 
By (a) and (b) the condition (c) is equivalent to 
~r,‘<rp’v,<rg’[,C’<B<cu-tcuV+l~p,e] m m 
of class A, in 12,. Hence the sequence p,, is of class Zr. 
It follows directly from the definition of PO that 12, t (YE < p < CY+ IX: + 1 s 
/IO, which implies that the system Pn is a B+-system. Cl 
In applications of B+-c-systems the next theorem is important, saying that 
there are sufficiently many such systems. 
2.2. Theorem. If A together with the accompanying formulas defines an e-system 
of notation in IE,, then there exists P(cz, n) = /3 E 2, which define a Bf-e-system 
for h in IX,. 
Note. One can show that every recursive ordinal has an c-system of notation in 
IA0 + exp, say A, which has a B+-c-system of sequences in IA0 + exp, say P. To 
construct P for A we need, however, some properties which are stronger than 
those listed in 1.4. 
Sketch of proof of 2.2. By 2.1 there exists Q(x, y) = z E 2, which defines a 
B+-system for h in IX,. Instead of writing down the formula P explicitly we 
define a: ( = P( (Y, n)) informally within LX:,. 
We define (so):= CD:+,. For y E Lim we define (pi E~)[= pi q,g. Next 
according to 1.8(ii) and (v) we define 
(Pi w y+l),’ = b i oy(n + 1) + 1, (Pi c y+I):=/3/ cl&+,‘. 
Before we define fundamental sequences for the remaining ordinals we show 
that (Y = lim CX~ for the above numbers a: (the equality CY = lim a, presupposes 
that &‘j, for all n). 
Let CY=~&E~, yELim. By 1.4(ix), .syg<.sy. Hence by 1.6(3), cu,‘=pieyg is 
defined and by 1.4(vii), CY,” < p i E, = (Y. 
Next if 6 <pi .sy, then by 1.6(3), (5), 6 <pi Ed,, for some y’ < y. Hence 
6 < fi i .zyg, where m is sufficiently large and we proved that CE = lim (~1. 
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The equality /3 + o yt’ = lim,(P + wyl) follows from 1.6(3), (4), and p i .sy+, = 
lim, (pi CO>+‘) by 1.6(3), (5). 
For the remaining numbers CY, i.e. (by (1.4(i), (iv)) for the numbers of the form 
piwy, where y E Lirn and y is not of the form Ed, we define CX: inductively on 
codes according to the recursive condition (pi w”)~ = /3 i wyC. The inductive 
character of this condition is a consequence of the inequality ryl < ‘pi mu’, 
which follows from 1.4(v), (vi). The equality (Y = lim, LY: follows from y = lim, y’ 
by 1.6(3), (4). 
Hence by induction on r~l we show that Vn < A LY = lim, NY,‘. 
To show that P is a B+-system of sequences we write this as V6 VLX (an + 1 < 
6 < cr* O& + 1 S (a),,). w e use induction on r$. We omit further part of the 
proof. It is just a rather mechanical checking of all the cases for (Y according to 
Definition 1.4. q 
Before the formal definition of the hierarchy HI in I_Z’, we give formal 
definitions of the cuth iterate f: in the Hardy style for (codes of) partial functions 
f: c w+ w with finite domains and study this notion. Let P be the basic system of 
notations. 
We look for a formula y =fg(x) of class 2, defining a partial function in LX, 
depending on f, CX, x for which the following conditions are provable in LX,: 
(i) f:(x) =x for all X, 
(ii) f:+,(x) -fz(f(x)) for all x E domf, LY < A, 
(iii) f:(x) =f$(x) for x E domf, cx E A fl Lim, 
(iv) fg(x)i +X E domf. 
There exist many Z,-formulas satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) but there is no 
reason to suppose that any two formulas satisfying these conditions are equivalent 
in 12,. Therefore we fix one most natural formula. 
2.3. Definition. y =fz(x) is a formula which is equivalent in 12, to the following 
statement: there exist finite sequences (c$: i s Z), (y’: i G I) such that d’= a; 
y” =I, a’ = 0, y’ = y and that for each i < I, d+’ = (a?)~ and y’+’ =f(y’) when 
a” $ Lim, or y’+’ = y’ when CY’ E Lim. (It follows that y =fc,(y’) and that 
f:(x) =fk(x) for some k 4 2.) 
To define the cvth iterate of the infinite function we use the following lemma. 
Let us define f ) [a, b ] =f f? [a, b 1”. 
2.4. Lemma (IX,). Z~VX E domf x <S(X) then for every a, b 
(1) vnf” 1 [a, bl = (f ( [a, 61)“. 
(2) if@ < hf: ) [a, bl = (f ) [a> W:. 
Proof. (1) The inclusion f” 1 [a, b] 2 (f 1 [a, b])” is obvious. To prove the 
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opposite inclusion assume that X, f”(x) E [a, b]. Since x s:f(x) 6 * f * “f”(x), also 
f(x), * * * , f”-‘(x) E [a, b]. Th’ is implies by induction that (f 1 [a, b])’ =f’(x) for 
i==l,..., y1 and the point is proved. 
(2) Obviously fz 1 [a, 612 (f / [a, bf)E. A ssume now that X, f:(x) E [a, b]. The 
witness sequence (y’: y < I) from Definition 2.3 (y” = X, y’ = f&(x)) is composed 
of the iterations X, f(x), . . . , f”(x) for some k 6 f. By (l), f’(x) = (f 1 [a, b]y(x) 
for all j 6 k. Hence f;(x) = (f 1 [a, b]);(x) and the point is proved. Cl 
The correctness of the following definition is an immediate consequence of 2.4. 
2.5. Definition (I&). Let G denote a function of arbitrary class (not necessary 
total) such that IX, t-k’~ (X <G(X)). Then the ath iterate of G, in the Hardy 
style, Gk denotes the function defined as follows: 
G:(X) = y @ 3x (,‘G 1 [O, z] is codable” A (G 1 [O, z]):(x) = y), 
Note. (1) Observe that in particular 
I&t G;(x) = Y (3 (G ( ]O, Y l)%tN = Y ). 
(2) If G denotes a function of the class .X,, in I_Z,Z, then all parts G Ci [0, z]’ are 
codable and G:(X) = y is of the class Z;, in I&. In particular the cvth iterate of the 
successor function is well defined in IZ, and is of the class Er: we shall denote it 
Hc: LY < A. We stress that 12, proves ‘CRg is total” only for & < mw in the case 
when P is B-e-system (because H,., majorizes ail primitive recursive functions~. 
We now investigate the properties of the hierarchy ~~ defmed with the use of a 
Be-system of sequences P. We write simply fm for fz, and n,, for a,“. 
To formulate the main technical lemma we need the following notions. We 
write a*X /3 if there exists a finite sequence a = cx”, a’, . . . , d = /3 such that 
@)C = &l for 0 s i < 1. Instead of cy-ao 6 we also write a-+ /3. This lemma will 
be used to a reduction of transfinite induction to finite induction, called a 
finitization of transfinite induction. 
2.6. Lemma (IX, ; on finitization~. For every smite partial erection f # 0 such that 
Vx~domf O<x<f(x), 
(i) the set X, = {a: 3x E dom f f:(x)i > is &rite, 
(ii) fn(x)L A Y 6x--+ 32 ~x.#&(z)J, 
(iii) f&r)J-s m+, 0. 
Proof. To prove (ii) it is enough to show the following implication: 
a > P 3 a?! C&(x)l -+ 3Y =?&,(Y)J‘. 
For the proof, assume that cy> /3 3 r\r, and h%(x)& Let p(‘, /3’, . . . , f3’ be the 
sequence which is a witness for z =h(x)l (see Definition 2.3). Let i 6 1 be the 
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greatest number such that pi 3 ati. Since there exists m such that p”’ = (pi)m it 
follows that pi = an, because P is a B-system (in fact a B+-system) and otherwise 
we would have @“’ Z= a, which is a contradiction. 
By the definition of z =&$(x), we have z =f&y) for a certain y > x, which 
finishes the proof of (ii). 
Hence, notice that (iii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and (ii). Hence it 
remains to show (i). 
We fix a b 1. Let G(b) denote the following hypothesis: for every f : c[b, a]-+ 
[b, a], f # 0, such that Vx E domf x <f(x), the set X, is finite. 
Hence it remains to show that Vb E [l, u] Q(b). 
We use downward induction on b. @(a) is vacuously true. Now assume 
@(b + l), where b E [l, a - 11. To prove Q(b), let f : c[b, a]+ [b, a], f #0 be 
such that Vx E domf x <f(x). We define g =f r[b + 1; a]; obviously g : c[b + 
1, a]-+ [b + 1, u] and let cx = /3 + 1 E Xj = {a: 4 Lim:f,(b)J}. Hence fa(b) = 
h(f(b)) = gp(f(b)) and gfj(f(b))J,, which implies that j3 E X,. Thus Xi is finite. 
Since {(u $ Lim: a E X,} is included in Xi U X,, it is also finite. 
Let a E Lim, CY eXf and let LY”, (Y’, . . . , (Y’ = 0 be the witness sequence for 
z =f,(b). Since CY’ = (u?‘)~ for some m B 6, a’-’ = 1. Let k =S 1 be the smallest 
natural number such that ak+’ 4 Lim. We let ak+’ = /3 + 1. 
Obviously CY = a”> a? = CQ, 2 &b-I + 1, and moreover LY’, . . . , a’, a’+ are 
no smaller than CY~-, + 1, which we now show by induction. Assume that 
(Yi k Lyh-, +l for some i satisfying lci<k+l. Hence CY>G!>CY~-,+~, since 
(Y’ E Lim and (Y = (Y”. Thus using the fact that P is a B+-system it follows that 
ff ;+I = (& 3 fx&l + 1. 
Finally, we infer that @ 2 ah_,. 
Since /3 + 1 E X,, we have /3 E X, and hence by (ii) also (yb-, E X,. We have 
proved that 
To conclude that the set considered is finite it is enough to show the following 
implication: ah_, = yb_-l A cy, y E Lim + a = y. 
Suppose that the assumption is satisfied and let a < y. Then also yh_, < (Y < y. 
Hence yb-l + 1 < a< y, which implies that yh-, + 1 =G CZ(~, and this contradicts 
our assumption. q 
Assume that P defines a B+-system of sequences for 2. and PA, as in the 
previous lemma. If f and g are partial then let us define 
f(x) <g(x) e (“g(x) is undefined” v g(x)4 A f(x) <g(x)). 
The first assertion of the following lemma is a formalized local counterpart of 
the property (8) of the introduction to this chapter. 
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2.1. Lemma (LX,). For every finite partial and increasing function f # 0 such that 
Vx E domf 0 < x <f(x) and for every a~ < A 
(i) fa,(x) < fa(x) for all 0 s y <x E dom f, 
(ii) fw is increasing. 
Proof. It is enough to show our assertion for ordinals a belonging to X, = 
{CL: 3x E dom f fe(x)J}. 
We use induction on the ordering < on A. restricted to X,, which by 2.6 is finite. 
And hence our induction is the usual mathematical induction. 
Take a: E X, and assume that the lemma is true for /3 < LY, /3 E X,. We divide the 
inductive steps into two sorts, for a 4 Lim and for (Y E Lim, as in the proof by 
transfinite induction. 
Case 1: (Y= p + 1. Then fn(x) =fO(f (x)) f or x E dom f. In particular, we have 
p E X,. Since x <f(x) for x E dom f and j$ is increasing, Aj(x) <fa(x), which 
proves (i), because a; = p. Since f is increasing, fij of is also increasing, which 
proves (ii). 
Case 2: a E Lim. For (i) take y <x, x E domf and assume that fa(x)J. Hence 
a; E X, and by 2.6(iii), LU,* 0. Since P is a B-system of sequences, it follows that 
ax+ a;. Take the sequence y”, y’, . . . , y’ defined by y” = IX~, y’ = a; and 
Vi</ y'+'= (yi),). By 2.6(ii), yi E X, for i s 1. Hence we infer by the inductive 
assumption that fv,+I(x) <f,,(x) for i < 1. Therefore fa,(x) <for(x). 
For (ii), take y <x, y, x E domf. It follows that fJx) <far(x). Since, by the 
inductive assumption, fa, is increasing, also fey(y) < fa,(x), i.e., f,(y) <f=(x), 
which finishes the proof. Cl 
Corollary 1. IZ1 t- “HEY(x) < HP,(x) for all y <x E N, a! < A”. 
Proof. Indeed, assume that 0 s y < x and denote .z = &(x) (if H,(x) is undefined 
then there is nothing to prove). Then z = (H 1 [0, z&(x) > (H ) [0, z]&(x), by 
2.7(i). Since (H 1 [0, z]),( x is defined, it equals &(x) and the corollary is ) 
proved. q 
Corollary 2. KY, t “for each a < A, H, is increasing”. 
II. Logic and combinatorics 
In this chapter we introduce and study the so-called u-skeletons, the basic 
semantic notion in this paper. Roughly speaking, u-skeletons are finite sets of 
diagonally indiscernible elements for the family of A,,-formulas obtained by 
bounding all quantifiers in formulas less than a. 
In Sections 1 and 2, we study the logical properties of u-skeletons. In many 
combinatorial constructions having a logical goal we can use only u-skeletons 
instead of classical models; as an example, we show how this can be done in the 
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proof of the theorem of Paris-Harrington [21] on the independence of a 
combinatorial principle from PA. (This new proof has some common features 
with the proof of independence presented by Kurata [16].) 
This gives a basic example of the combinatorial-logical method of the proof, 
which was generally described in the Introduction. This method will be fully 
described and developed in the next chapters. It enables one to make a-fold 
iterations of combinatorial constructions without transfinite induction up to LY, 
which is used to study the proof-theoretical strength of the theories I(&,) and 
g,(PA). 
In Sections 2 and 3, we examine the problem of the existence of a-skeletons 
having some additional properties. We generalize and strengthen the construction 
of diagonally indiscernible elements of [21]. Moreover, we examine the question 
of how large a set A should be in order that there exists a /?-large (in the sense of 
Solovay and Ketonen [12]) u-skeleton B such that B s A. These results are the 
next preparatory step in the combinatorial-logical studies of the theories I 
and CZ&(PA). 
II. 1. Logical properties of a-skeletons 
Before we define the notion of u-skeleton, we define precisely the notion of a 
finite set of diagonally indiscernible elements. 
1.1. Definition (IA,, + exp). Assume that %!(d, C) E A,,(27 is a binary relation 
defined on pairs (6, F) of sequences of length m and n respectively. We say that a 
finite set A is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements with respect to 23 iff 
Va EA V6 <a VC, d {S, d E [A\[O, a]]“+ 9?(6, E)G%!(~, d)}. 
Here the inequality 6 <a means that all terms of the sequence 6 are <a. If 
m = 0, then the quantifier Vb <a is superfluous. Observe that then A is a set of 
diagonally indiscernible elements for 54(E) (in the above sense) iff A\{minA} is a 
set of indiscernible elements for 9?(C), in the usual sense. 
1.2. Definition (IA,, + exp). Let t9*(Z, j) with j = y,, , . . , y, denote a formula of 
class A,, obtained from 0(X) E LPA by bounding the quantifiers of the deepest 
uniform blocks by y,, the subsequent blocks by y,_, and so on; the last one will 
be bounded by y,. The number n is called the arithmetical range of the formula 
8. We then write a.r.(e) = n. For example, (3X (0 v q))” := 3X -=cY~+~ (0* v q*), 
where n = max(a.r.(@, a.r.(q)). 
Let Tr,,, E 442”) denote the truth predicate for A,,-formulas. We say that A is a 
set of diagonally indiscernible elements for 0*(x, j) iff A is a set of diagonally 
indiscernible elements for Tr,,,( 8*(6, C)). 
For example (VX, 3x22x1 <x2)*:=Vx, sy, 3x24y22x, <x2=2y, <y2. 
1.3. Notation. In this paper symbols 0, q etc. denote distinguished variables of 
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the “standard”, i.e. real, language of L,, which are used to denote formulas of 
LpA in theories extending IA,, + exp. Formulas belonging to the standard LpA are 
denoted by cp, q’, etc. and their Giidel numbers by Iv’, rql. 
Throughout the paper we also use the following convention: if A is a finite set 
of natural numbers, then the successive elements of A, in increasing order, are 
denoted by a(), aI, . . . , ai, . . . ; similarly for the elements of B, C and of Ak, Bk, 
Ck. In the theory IA,, + exp we identify formulas of LpA with their codes. Hence 
instead of saying that the code of the formula n is less than a we can write simply 
n < a. Now we define the notion of u-skeleton. 
1.4. Definition (IA,, + exp). We say that a finite set A is an u-skeleton iff 
(i) IAl >aosua, 
(ii) A is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements for 8* for all 8 of the form 
V,iY n, where q <a and X is an arbitrary sequence of free variable of the formula 
rl, 
(iii) A is a set of indiscernible elements for 8” for all 8 of the form as in (ii) 
which are sentences. 
Before we turn to the investigations of properties of a-skeletons we recall some 
facts from [21], which provide a motivation. 
Let PH denote the following principle: 
Ve, k, r 3M VF: [Ml’ --, r 3A “A is homogeneous for F and JAJ > a,), k”. 
It was proved in [21] that PAF PH. In fact, Paris and Harrington proved a 
stronger theorem. We denote by R(PA; E,) the following sentence of L,,: 
VO E 2, [PA 1 O+Tr,r,(0)]. 
1.5. Theorem [21]. PA t (PH+ R(PA; 2,)). 
Now we sketch the proof. Working informally in PA + PH Paris and 
Harrington show that for every finite sequence O,, . . . , 0, of formulas in the 
prenex normal form there exists a set A of diagonally indiscernible elements for 
e:, . . . , 0; such that IAl > a,, and Vu, b E A (a <b* a2 < b). It follows by 
compactness that there exists a model M != IA,, + exp + {n: Tr,,(q)} and an 
infinite set A E M which is diagonally indiscernible for all f3* where 8 E LpA. Then 
they construct a suitable cut I of M which is a model for PA + {n: Tr,,(q)}; this 
finishes the proof. This idea is based on the following observation, which we 
formulate as a separate proposition. 
1.6. Proposition (PA). Assume that A4 k IA,, + exp, q(x) E LpA and cp,, . . . , q, = 
Q, are all subformulas of Q, and that M k “A is a set of diagonally indiscernible 
elements for cpy, . . . , q;“. Moreover, assume that M kA = {a,,, . . . , ak} A vi < 
ka?<u;+, and that A is infinite. Let J be an initial cut in [0, k] closed under 
successors. 
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ThenforI={a:YiEJa 4 a;}, the following holds: 
Vx E I [(I k cp(x))eM bTr,,(v*(x, ak--n+lt . . . , ak-l, ad), 
where n = a.r.(q). 
(From the above equivalence it follows that I b Ind(v).) 
For convenience we will constantly use the following notation. 
1.7. Notation (IA0 + exp). Assume that A = {a,,, . . . , ak}. We will write A b 
O(i) instead of 
Tr,,,(B*(% ak-n+l, . . . , ak_,, ak)) for n = a.r.(O) < IAl. 
In particular observe that for f3 E A,, and for every X c akPw+,, A b O(i) iff 
Tr&O(j)), because then all bounds in 0 are smaller than the additional bounds 
in e*. 
Proposition 1.6 shows that the relation A b f?(X) is very similar to the usual 
satisfaction relation for standard 0 and appropriate sets A. We show that the 
relation A != 13(f) defined in 1.7 when restricted to a-skeletons determines the 
natural (in a sense) semantics for formulas less than a (standard and nonstan- 
dard), in accordance with provability limited by a. Then we will be ready to 
present an alternative proof of the Paris-Harrington theorem. 
Let us now comment for a moment on the problem of existence of a-skeletons. 
An easy strengthening of the construction of diagonally indiscernible elements 
from [21] gives the following result. 
1.8. Lemma. IA,, + exp + PH t Va 3A “A is an a-skeleton” A Vu, b E A [a < b + 
(a + 1)‘~ b]. 
In the Section II.3 we prove a more general result on the existence of 
skeletons. 
Now we study the properties of the relation A k 19. For this relation the 
following counterparts of the Tarski conditions for truth hold. 
1.9. Proposition (IA,, + exp). Assume that A is an a-skeleton and let A = 
{a,,, . . . , ak}. Then 
(i) O,lB<a+A klB(zC)elA k O(i), 
(ii) 0 v rl <a-A L(f3 v q)(x)@(A LO(X) v 1 q(X)). 
(iii) O(.C, j) < a -+ Vi < akPCr+ I) [A l=Vy 0(X, j)eVj <ak_,A L 0(X, j)], where 
r is a number such that either a.r.(e) c r 4 k - 1, or r = k and X is empty. 
In particular, if O(Z) < a, then A k V,? O(1) GV~ <a,, A k O(X), if we assume 
additionally that formulas are defined (coded) in such a way that a.r.(O) c 8. This 
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is our standing assumption throughout the paper, as is the assumption that for all 
q, 8, if q is a subformula of 8, then n < 6. 
Note. In (iii) we use the convention, constantly valid in this paper, that the same 
variable symbol in the same formula can denote variables of different types, 
dependent on the context in which it appears. 
For example in (iii): the symbol 2 in f3(,C, j) <a denotes a metavariable which 
denotes a sequence of formal variables; in A kVj 0(X, j) the same symbol 
denotes a metavariable denoting the sequence of valuations of the formal 
variables of the previous sequence 2. The symbol j in the latter context denotes a 
formal sequence of variables. 
Proof of 1.9. (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of 1.7. We only prove (iii) 
under the assumption that 8 does not begin with V. The opposite case is left to 
the reader. Set m = a.r.(@). Assume that f3(X, j) <a and m S r 4 k - 1. Take 
2 < Ok-(r+l). 
Assume that A bVjj 0(X, y). Hence by 1.7, Vj <uk_mA L 8(2, j), which 
implies that Vj < ak+ A R f3(Z, 7). Now assume that the latter sentence is true. 
Hence 
Vy <++rTro(B*(% j;ak-m+l, . . . , ak-1, ak))? 
which implies that Tr,,((Q 0)*(x, a&m+l, . . . , a&,, ak)). Since the elements of 
A are diagonally indiscernible for (VJ 0)*, we have 
Tr,,((Vp 6)*@, a&m, ak_m+lt . . . , ak_l, ak)), i.e. A b&j e(x). [7 
Now we need a few simple definitions in PA. Let @ be a definable set of 
sentences of LPA. We assume that the relation @b 13 is defined on the base of the 
Hilbert type of proof. We assume that our formal system of classical logic has 
only two rules of inference: modus ponens and generalization, and only two 
axiom schemes concerning quantifiers: 
VX (q+ 6)-+ (n+Vx 19), where x is not free in q; 
V.X r)+ r(t), where t ranges only over simple terms of the form: 0, 1, n, x + 1, 
x + y, x . y with the well-known restriction on them. 
If p = (80, . . . ) 6,) is a proof then the number maxiG-k 19; will be called the 
width of p. 
We write CD td 8 if the formula 0 has a proof within Cp with width less than d. 
Now assume that the set A is an a-skeleton. We write A k, 8 if A k 6 and 8 <a, 
and A La @ if V@ [8 E Qi A 0 < u-+A k 01. We say that A is (x + 1)2-scattered iff 
Va,b~A[u<b-,(u+l)~~b]. 
1.10. Lemma (PA; soundness of Q, I0 0). Assume that A is an (x + 1)2-stuttered 
u-skeleton. Then for each formula 8(i) the following implication is true: 
Ab,@ + (@bt,8-tAkVZ0). 
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In fact this lemma is provable in IA,, -t exp if we assume that all basic 
syntactical notions are formalized in IA,, + exp and if Qi is of class A,,(2”). 
Proof. Assume that A kc, @, @ Fu 8 and that A = {a,,, . , ak}. Let &,(X,,), . . . , 
,9,(i,) be a proof for 19 within @ such that Vi 4 18, < a. We show by induction on i 
that Vi d 1A LVJZ; 19,(x,). Because of 1.9(iii) it is enough to show that for each 
i s I, Vji <a,, A b 0,(,?;). 
If Q,(&) is a substitution of a propositional tautology then the inductive 
conclusion is a direct consequence of 1.9(i), (ii). Now let us check the logical 
axioms dealing with quantifiers. 
Case (a): 0,(X;) := Vx (r, * qz) + (vi + Vx Q). Assume that ~5, < a,, and A L 
Vx(q,+q2). Sincea.r.(tl,+nZ)~(~I-+r/2)<a,1-1~k-1, weinfer by l.Y(iii) 
that Vx<a,ALq,-+q2. Hence Vx<a,[(Abq,)-+ALr/J and in consequence 
(A k q,)+Vx <a, A b r/*. Referring once more to 1.9(iii) we obtain A b q,-f 
Vx q2. Summing up, 
Case (b): 0,(X,) := Vx n( x, Xi)+ r(t, Xi), where t is a simple term. 
Assume that Xi <a,, and that A k Vx r](x, Xi). Obviously a.r.(r) c rl <a,, - 1 c 
k - 1. Hence Vx <a, A k ~(x, X1). Since A is (x + 1)2-scattered, r(Z,) <a, and 
hence A k q(t, Xi), which finishes the proof in this case. 
/ If 0,(X;) belongs neither to CD nor to the logical axioms and is a result of a 
generalization then the inductive step is obvious. Assume now that there exist 
j, j’ <i such that ej := 0jr+ 0;. From the inductive assumptions VZ,, < a,, A k 
ej,(Xj’), V~j < u,, A ~ 0j,(X,,) -+ 0,(&) it follows obviously that V.?, < a,, A b f3,(Xj) 
and this finishes the proof. c7 
1.11. Note. The condition “A is (x + 1)2-scattered” appearing in the assumption 
of Lemma 1.10 can be replaced by c,, < a, where c,, is the maximum of the codes 
of the formulas Vx,3x22x,<x2, Vx,3x2(x,+2)*~x2. The ‘star’ of 
the first formula is equivalent to 2y, <y,, and the ‘star’ of the second to 
(y, + 1)’ <y2. Since A = {a,,, . . . , ak} is diagonally indiscernible for 2y, my, and 
2a,, < uk, we obtain Vi <k 2a, s a,+,. Hence 2”“a,, 9 uk. In particular, (a(, + l)‘< 
uk and finally A is (x + 1)2-scattered. 
1.12. Lemma (IA0 + exp). If A is an u-skeleton then for every 0 <a which is a 
particular case of the scheme of mathematical induction we have A F 8. 
Proof. Assume that 
f?:=VJ [r/(0, jq A vx (rl(x, Y)- r(x + 1, J)>--x 11(x, 31 
is less than a. Take 7 < a,, and assume that 
A F ~(0, J) A Vx (rl(x, j)+ rl(x + 1,Y)). 
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By 1.9, it follows that 
A k ~(0, y) A ‘ix ==z a, [(A F q(x, y))+ A k rl(x + 1, Y)l. 
Thus since we have A,,(2”)-induction, Vx < a, A b ~(x, y). Finally, A k Vx ~(x, j) 
and this finishes the proof. 0 
We end this section by giving a finite counterpart of the part of the presented 
reasoning of Paris and Harrington. 
1.13. Lemma. IA,, + exp proves the following implication: 
Vu 3A “A is an a-skeleton”+ R(PA; 2,). 
Corollary. IA,, + exp proves the following equivalencies : 
PH = R(PA; 2,) = Va 3A “A is an a-skeleton”. 
Proof of 1.13. We work informally in IA,, + exp + Vu 3A “A is an a-skeleton”. 
Assume that PA t 3x n(x), where n(x) E A,). Hence there exists an a > Ax n(x) 
such that PA ba 3x r](x). Assume moreover that a is greater than the constant q, 
from Note 1.11. Take an arbitrary a-skeleton A. Hence A is (x + l)‘-scattered. 
By 1.12, A kN PA. It follows by 1.10 that A kc, 3x q(x). Hence 3x <a,, A k q(x). 
Since q E A(,, also 3x < q)Tr,,(n(x)). Hence we have shown that Tr,@x q(x)), 
which finishes our proof. 0 
1.14. Note. Another proof-theoretic proof of the above lemma follows from 
the results of Kurata [16]. Let T denote the theory of Paris-Harrington [21], 
i.e., IA,, plus {c:<c;+,: i EN} plus the set of sentences {Cp*(ci,, . . . , c;,,)e 
Q?“(C,,’ . . . , c,,,): p, E LPA, i, <. * . <i, and j, <. . . <in}. Kurata considers the 
sentence FC,,,(T) which, roughly speaking, says that every finite subset of T has a 
standard model. This sentence is very close to our Vu 3A “A is an (X + l)*- 
scattered u-skeleton”. He shows that PA t FC,( T) + R(PA, II) by interpreting 
in some way T in PA. He uses the following proposition. 
Proposition. Vg? E SentpA (PA t q-+ T 1 cp*(c,, . . . , c,)). 
This easy proposition was not in fact proved by Kurata [16]. A non-model- 
theoretic proof of a very similar theorem appears in Mycielski [19]. His theorem 
concerns all theories, not only PA. In Lemmas 1 .lO and 1.12 we point out some 
facts connected with width of proofs which we later extensively use. 
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11.2. The properties of scattered skeletons 
In this section we consider some strengthening of 1.5. 
2.1. Definition (Ido + exp). Assume that A = {a,,, . . . , ak}. Then for II 2 1, A is 
E,, -scattered iff 
Ve(.C, j) E Q-, [3j 0(Z, 7) <a,,+ Vi <k Vti 
[a < aj A Tr,,($ 13(a, j)) * % < a;, , Tr,,_,( 0(5, 6))]]. 
We make the convention that every set A is &-scattered. 
Observe that the notion “A is &-scattered” when considered in LZn is of class 
fl, in that theory. 
Let PH, for IZ 3 1 denote the sentence 
Ve, k, r 3M VF : [Ml’ * r 3A [“A is homogeneous for F” 
A “A is &,-scattered” A IAl > max(a,,, k)]. 
It is not difficult to show the following proposition. 
2.2. Proposition. PA t PH, e R(PA, &) for n b 1. 
C$ is standard (cf. Kurata [16]). The opposite implication can be proved 
model-theoretically as follows. In the first step, arguing as Paris and Harrington 
[21] but now in PA + PH, we show that 
Va 3A “A is a &,-scattered a-skeleton”. (I) 
By compactness there exists a model M k IA0 + exp + {q: Tr,,(q)} and an infinite 
set A E M which is diagonally indiscernible for all 0*, where 13 E LPA, and which 
is &,-scattered in M. 
By Proposition 1.6 there exists a cut I ~~ M which is a mode1 for PA. It is also a 
mode1 for {q: Tr&q)} (which finishes the proof), because of the following 
proposition. 
2.3. Proposition. Let n B 1. Assume that M k IA0 + exp and that A E M and 
M k “A is &-scattered”. Then for every initial cut J of [0, IAl] which is closed 
under successors the cut I = {a E M; 3 E J a c a;} is a &-elementary submodel of 
M. 
We omit the simple proof. Another proof of Proposition 2.2, rather proof- 
theoretic, follows from Kurata’s results [16]. Now we present a different 
proof-theoretic proof. We need the following local counterpart of 2.3. Let 81 
denote the formula which is obtained from 10 by transporting the negation sign 
down to atomic subformulas. 
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2.4. Lemma (IA0 + exp; on absoluteness). If a set A is &-scattered and (A( > a,,, 
then for every 0 E Z,, U II,, such that 0, 8, < a,, and for every 6 < ak_,,,+,, where 
k = (Al - 1 and m = a.r.(@, we have 
(A k o(h)) e Trz”un,(e(@). 
In particular, for all 6 < a,,, (A k O(6)) eTr,,,,!( o(6)). 
Proof. We can formulate this lemma in the following form: 
‘dl c n IA,, + exp t VA “A is Zn-scattered and IAl > a,, 
and V’8 E 2, U II, etc.” 
where the ‘etc.’ part is the same as in the original formulation. 
Now we prove this lemma by metamathematical induction on 1 <n. For 1= 0 
the lemma is obvious (cf. 1.7). We make the inductive step l-+ 1 + 1 G n. We 
work in IAo+ exp. To fix our ideas let 8 EC,,, U II,+,, m = a.r.(e) and let 
6 < &-(m+i)+r = a&,,, etc. 
Case 1: 8 := 3X r~, where r] E II,. Hence 
A k e(6) e % <a&m+, A k @, 6) 
By the inductive assumption this is equivalent to 3X ~a~_~+, Tr,,(q(j, 6)) and 
obviously implies Tr,(0(6)). The opposite implication follows because A is 
&-scattered. 
Case 2: 0 := V.X? q, where q E 2,. Since 81 <a,,, by Case 1 we have 
A F 81(h) G Tr,J 81(6)). 
It follows that 
AL 8(b) e Tr&e(b)). 0 
Using 2.4 we can prove a generalization of 1.13. Now we prove a more general 
lemma which provides a form of reduction of the reflection principle to 
combinatorics, This lemma is used in the next sections. Let us recall the uniform 
principle of reflection in full generality. Assume that T is a theory in the language 
of PA, and LX, c T. Assume also that a representation of T in IX, is given. 
Moreover we have a primitive recursive mapping which to each number b assigns 
a closed term b, called a term number (e.g. numeral), whose value is equal to b. 
If b denotes a variable of LPA, then b denotes the formalized counterpart of the 
term number for b such that IZ’, t “value of b” = b. 
2.5. Definition. Let n > 1. 
(1) R(T; &) denotes the following sentence of L,,: 
VB E En Vb [T t 8(b)-+Tr,(8(6))]. 
(2) CR(T; X) d enotes the following sentence of L,,: 
Vu 3A [“A is a E,_,-scattered u-skeleton” A A bl, Ax(T)]. 
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The principle CR( T, &) is called the combinatorial reflection principle. The set 
{R( T, J&J: n E w} is denoted by s(T). 
We have the following lemma. 
2.6. Lemma. IX, t CR( T; Xn,) -+ R( T; &). 
Proof. The proof is almost identical with the proof of 1.13. 
We work informally in 12, + CR(T; E,,). Assume that T t 3y ~(b, y), where 
~(1, y) E n,_,. Hence there exists an a >3y ~(6, y), ~(6, y)l such that 
Ax(T) k03y ~(6, y). Take an arbitrary E_,-scattered a-skeleton A such that 
A kU Ax(T). It follows by Soundness Lemma 1.10 that A IO 3y ~(b, y). Hence 
3y < a,, A b ~(b, y). By Absoluteness Lemma 2.4 also 3y < a0 Tr_,(q(b, y)). 
Hence we have shown that Tr,,(3y ~(6, y)), which finishes the proof. 0 
2.7. Since u-skeletons are models for fragments of Ax(PA), the principle 
CR(PA; Zn) can be written shortly as follows: 
Vu 3A “A is a &-,-scattered u-skeleton”. 
Hence by 2.2(l), 12, E PH, eCR(PA; &). 
Thus finally we obtain 
Corollary. 12, proves the following equivulencies: PH, e R(PA; &) G 
CR(PA; Z,J. 
2.8. Note. An unsolved problem is the characterization of those theories T for 
which the principles R(T; Z,,) and CR(T, &) are equivalent (over IZ,). In 
Chapter III we show, among other things, that this is true for all I, and in 
Chapter IV for all sa(PA). Our method is to construct u-skeletons which are 
models for fragments of I(&,) and of %&(PA). 
Sometimes in these constructions it is essential to establish whether a given 
skeleton is scattered enough; cf. 1.11 and its applications in the proof of 1.13. The 
proposition included in Note 1.11 can be generalized. We first define the general 
notion of scattered sets. 
2.9. Definition (PA). Let A = {a,,, . . . , uk}. Assume that F is a total function 
(definable in PA, e.g. 2; = 2”, 2’; = 2*‘, 21, etc.). We say that 
A is F-scattered iff Vi < k F(u;) < a;,,. 
En-scattered sets can be in a sense considered as a special case of F-scattered 
sets. For n 3 1 define H”(u) = 6 iff 
Vr3(X, J) E Q-, [3j 0(X, J) <a A ti <a A Tr,,(3J 0(G, j))- 
36<6Tr “,,_,(8(a, 6))] A Vz < 6 3a <a 38 < a[3y 0(X, y) <a A 
36 < 6 Trn,_,(O(ti, 6)) A V6 < 6 (Tr,,,_,(e(Z, 6))+~6 <z)] 
where ti <a means that all the terms of the sequence G are less than a. 
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H” is obviously of class II, in IEn and is total in IZn (because the strong 
&-collection principle is provable in I&). Moreover, H” dominates all total 
functions of class _Xn,; this is provable in IXn. For n = 0 we make the convention 
H”(x) = x + 1. 
It is obvious that every H”-scattered set is &-scattered. One can also show that 
conversely, every _Zn-scattered set A with a,, large enough is H,,-scattered. We 
omit the proof vecause this is not essential for our purposes. 
Now let A”’ denote the set obtained from A by deleting the r final elements. 
2.10. Proposition. Assume that F(x, y) E 2, is a formula which defines a total 
function y = F(x) in PA and let r = a.r.(F). Then the following implication is 
valid: if PA t, Vx 3y F(x, y) then 
IA0 + exp t VA (“A is an (x + l)*-scattered m-skeleton 
+A”’ is F-scattered”). 
Proof. Let F(x, y) := 35 F’(x, y, Z), where F’ E A,,. Assume that PA k,,, 
VX 3y F(x, y). By 2, completeness, IA,, + exp proves PA t, VX 3y IF(x, y)’ (we 
identify the GGdel number with a term number). By the Soundness Lemma, 
A ktlx 3y 3t rF’(x, y, 2)’ and by the definition of the relation k (compare also 
Proposition 1.9) 
VX < ai 3y, 2 < ai+, A k IF’(x, y, 2)’ for i < k - r. 
By absoluteness of do-formula we conclude the proof of the proposition. 0 
Since all the functions H,: a < e. (independently of the underlying system of 
sequences) are provably total in PA we obtain the following corollary. 
2.11. Corollary. For every a < .q there exists a constant c such that 
IA,, + exp t VA “A is a c-skeleton + A’” is He-scattered”. 
2.12. Note. From now on throughout the paper we use term numbers constructed 
as follows: 
Q=O, 1=1, 2=1+1, 3=1+2j 
2a+l=l+Za, _ 2a=O+& for a>l. 
Moreover we assume that the alphabet of LPA is a finite set of symbols, e.g. k 
symbols. We encode formulas by k-ary expansions. This guarantees the following 
three properties: 
(1) 12, t VB (0 E LPA+ 8 < klhCH)). 
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(2) There exists a constant c such that IX, k Vu > 2 (a < a’). 
(3) For every cp(x, R) E LPA(R) there exists a constant c such that 
IA0 + exp k t/t3 E LpA Vu > 2 ( rql (a, 0) 4 max(a S)r) > . 
For further considerations, in the present chapter and in Chapters 11.4-V, it 
will be useful to enrich the language of informal formulations of proofs and 
theorems with the notion of ‘concrete numbers’. This notion concerns the 
numbers which are defined ‘outside’ the theory by term numbers. We use this 
notion only when it is clear in which way we can translate a proof possessing such 
a phrase into a metaproof with the corresponding phrase ‘term numbers’; and the 
same for properties and theorems. For example the property (3) can be written as 
follows. 
IA0 + exp proves that every expression built of a and 8 and symbols of the 
alphabet in a concrete number of steps is less than max(u, 0)’ for some concrete 
number c. 
We end this section with the following observation on how large a,, is in 
comparison with a for u-skeletons. 
2.13. Lemma. For every function F, 2, definable in PA there exists a term number 
q, such that 
IA,) + exp k VA (“A is an u-skeleton” A a 2 co-+ F(u) S a(,). 
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that F is increasing in PA. Let m 
be a constant such that PAF, Vx 3y F(2”) = y. By Z,-completeness IA0 + exp 
proves PA I-, Yx 3y rF(2X) = yl. 
Now we work in IA,, + exp. The concrete number cc, will be chosen in the 
course of the proof. Take a number a 3 4. Let b = rlog, u1 + 1 and assume that 
I, = i, + (2(iz + 2(. . .))), 
where i,, i2, . . . are 0 or 1. It is easy to construct a sequence t,, t2, . . . , t, d 6” 
(for some concrete c,) of terms such that t,, = i, + x, t, = b and that the successive 
terms are obtained by a substitution of simple terms: take 
i, +x, i, + (2 .x), i, + ((2 + 1) . x), i, + (2. x), 
i, + 2 . (i, + x), i, + 2 . (i2 + (z . x)), etc. 
Take a proof of the formula vx 3y lF(2”) = y’ of width sm. Denote 
r3y F(2”) =y’ y ( ). b 13 x Then p extended by the sequence 
v.X O(x), V_X O(x)+ e(G))? Q(G)), V_X (%(x)), 
VX e(t,,(x))+ 0(6(x, z)), e(t,(x, z)), VZ 00,(x, z)), . . . , e(b) 
is a proof in Hilbert style as was adopted in Section 11.1. The width of this proof 
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is less than max{Vz O(t,_&, 2)) + O(t,_,(x)), Vx O(t,_,(x))-, O(t,), m}. Hence 
(cf. 2.12(3)) it is less than 6’ for a concrete number c, i.e., PA khc 3y rF(2”) = yl. 
Finally we choose a concrete number cg such that a 2 cg implies (1 + log, u)~ < a. 
If A is an u-skeleton then by the Soundness Lemma the sentence 3y IF(2”) = 
y1 is A-true. By 1.9(iii) it then follows that there exists y <A0 such that 
A b lF(2”) = y' , . i.e. F(2h) =y, which follows by an absoluteness argument. Thus 
F(26) < a,,, and this finishes the proof. 0 
2.14 Note (PA). Assume that O(X) E A,,(27 and let 1 be a number such that all 
terms in 19 are less than 2;. Assume that 8 is naturally interpreted in LpA as a 2, 
formula. Then for every 2;-scattered set A such that IA\ 2 a.r.(O) we have the 
absoluteness Vi < a0 [(A b O(Z))@Trp,(O(X))]. It follows by 2.11 that there exists 
a constant c such that the truth for 8 is absolute with respect to every c-skeleton 
A. 
Moreover, observe that every E,-formula O(i) is upwards absolute, i.e., for 
every set A with IAl 2 a.r.(O) + i + 1, we have 
VZ < uj [(A F O(f))+ TrP,(@(f))]. 
II. 3. a-large u-skeletons 
This section constitutes the first step towards the construction of u-skeletons 
which are models for parts of I(E,) and ?&(PA). 
Under appropriate assumptions we construct here &,-large u-skeletons (the 
notion of largeness is very similar to that of Ketonen-Solovay [12]). To make the 
full construction real, i.e. to prove the sentence Vu 3A “A is an &,-large 
u-skeleton”, our assumptions should be as strong as the sentence CR(I(.s,); 2,) 
(hence, by 2.6, at least as strong as R(I(.s,); 2,)). This is a consequence of 
Lemma 111.1.5, which will be proved in the next chapter and which says roughly 
that 
Vu 3b, s A VA [“A is an em-large a-skeleton”+ A kh,, I(&,)] 
and lim,,, b, = ~0. This lemma constitutes the second step of the construction of 
u-models for I(&,). 
Here we show that the sentence Vu 3A “A is an am-large u-skeleton” is in fact 
provable in IX, + R(I(s,); 2,). 
Before we formulate the main lemma we have to define precisely the notion of 
a-large sets. We use the notion very close to that of Solovay and Ketonen [12] 
but we introduce it in close connection with the Hardy hierarchy H,: LX < A. 
Assume that h defines a basic system of notations in IX, (of class 2,) and let P 
define a system of sequences for A in 12,. 
We denote by S, the function such that dom S, = {a,,, . . . , uk-,} whenever 
A = {a,,, . . . , uk} and s,(u,) = ui+, for i <k. 
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3.1. Definition (IZ,). We say that a finite set A is LY, P-large iff (S,)~(U~,)~, where 
(SA)L denotes the cuth iterate of S, (see Definition 1.2.3). 
Shortly, we say A is a-large. Let A = {a,,, . . . , uk}. For example A is n-large 
iff IA( > n, A is w-large iff a, “,,,, 6 k but A is w + l-large iff uro,,, 6 k. 
3.2. Proposition (12,). Assume that f is a finite partial function with Vx E 
dom f x <f(x). Then the following implication is valid: 
fE(a)l-+ “{fk(u): f”(u) ~fE(u)} is a-large A f-scattered”. 
Proof. Indeed, set A = {f”(u): f “(a) 6 f,(u)}. Then (S,)k(u) = f “(a) for all k < I, 
where f’(u) = f ‘,(a). S ince the witness sequence for y = fa(u) is composed of the 
iterations fk(u), k 6 I, it follows that f:(u) = (,Y,,)~(u), which finishes the proof 
(cf. the proof of 1.2.4). 0 
One can easily show that the connection with a-large sets of Ketonen-Solovay 
[12] is as follows. 
Note. (1) If A is (u-K.S. large, then A is a-large. 
(2) If A is CY + 2-large then A is a-K.S. large whenever P is a B+-system of 
sequences. 
We write (uj+ p if there exist finite sequences (Y = LY”, (Y’, . . . , a! = p and 
&I, Xl, . . . > XI 4x such that ((Y’): = cy’+’ for Oci ~1. Obviously cu-+,p implies 
that (Y+~P. An immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2.7(i) (on the local 
monotonicity of the hierarchy fa: cx < il) is the following proposition. 
3.3. Proposition (LX,). Assume that P defines in IX, a Bf-system of sequences for 
il. Then the following implication is valid: 
“A is a-large” A (cY+~,,@)-+ “A is @-large”. 
Now to formulate the main lemma assume that an E-system of notation ,J in 12, 
is fixed, and analogously a B+-E-system of sequences P for A in LZ’, is fixed. This 
is our standing assumption in the remainder of this section. 
3.4. Lemma (LX,). (i) If A is E&rge, a,, Y > 3 then there exists an a,,-skeleton 
BcA. 
(ii) Zf A is oz+‘-large, a,, 2 m 3 3 then there exists an E/$ + l-large m-skeleton 
BcA. 
(iii) Zf A is E c(+ ,-large then there exists an e/C + l-large a(,-skeleton B E A. 
The proof of the lemma takes up the rest of this section; now we consider some 
corollaries. 
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3.5. Note. Basing on 3.4 one can prove the simplest case of the Kreisel-Levy 
Theorem, i.e. the statement I(Q)) = &,(PA), without any further preparations, 
where $;;,(PA) = PA + {R(PA; &): n E o}. The combinatorial-logical proof of 
the full theorem will be given in Chapter IV. I(&,,) c q,(PA) is easy to check (see 
Gentzen [7] and it is enough to show I(q)) t R(PA; &) for all n. Hence by 2.6 it is 
enough to show I(Q) b CR(PA; EC,) for all n. 
Fix n and work in I(&,,). By 2.7 we have to prove tla 3A “A is a &,-scattered 
a-skeleton”. Let N”-’ be the function from the previous section which was 
introduced to characterize &-,-scattered sets. Arguing inductively we prove 
V/3 S q, “(H”-‘)I) is total”. By 3.2, the set B = {(H”-‘)k(a): (H”c’)k(a)~ 
(H”-‘).,,(a)} is q,-large and H”-r-scattered. By 3.4(i) we infer that there exists an 
u-skeleton A 5 B, which finishes the proof because A is also obviously Cn-,- 
scattered. Cl 
At the beginning of this section we discussed the simplest case (for II = 1) of the 
next corollary. We observe at once that arguments presented in the discussion can 
as well be used to prove in 1,X1 the opposite implication of 3.6. 
3.6. Corollary. Let n 2 1. Then 12, proves that R(I(E,); _&)-+Y(a 3A “A is 
em-large A A is &-,-scattered a-skeleton”. 
Proof. Fix n and work in 12, + R(I(E,); Zn). Then fix a. Since In = I( < E,,,) 
(see Gentzen [7]) we have 
I(E,) t- “(Hn-‘)mzw+~ is total”. 
By 3.4(ii) we infer that (cf. the proof in the above note) 
I(&,) t 3A [“A is an E, + l-large and Z’,_,-scattered a-skeleton]. 
The composite notion “A is &,+,-large” is of class 2, because so are the 
“components ” “A is P-large” and “6 = Ed+,“. Next, the notion “A is En_,- 
scattered” is of class n,_,. Thus the formula on the right-hand side of the sign t 
is of class &. Hence the principle R(I(E,); &) can be used and we obtain the 
desired conclusion. q 
3.7. Corollary. I(E,+,) proves that Va 3A “A is an Em-large and J$_,-scattered 
a-skeleton”. 
This is an obvious corollary from 3.6, because Kreisel-Levy [14] proved that 
I(E,+,) 1 R(I(E,); &). Their proof has a proof-theoretic character. An independ- 
ent combinatorial-logical proof of 3.7 (as well as of the Kreisel-Levy Theorem, 
see Section IV.l) is also possible. 
Indeed, first we show 
I(E,+,) t Vu “(Hn-l)mfa+n is total”. 
Then arguing in the same way as in 3.5 and 3.6 we get the desired conclusion. cl 
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The proof of 3.4 will be preceded by a series of preparatory lemmas. 
3.8. Lemma (IX,). For every LY and for every n the following implication is valid: 
&,<cY<&*+,‘&*ScYLY,. 
This lemma is almost obvious for B+-&-systems of sequences but we show it 
using only properties (i)-(iii) of Definition 1.1.8. 
Proof. We work in 12,. Assume to the contrary that for some LY and n, 
a;, < ch < cx < Ed+,. Take the cx satisfying the above inequalities and having the 
smallest code r~1. 
By Definition I. 1.4 of r-systems of notations we have the following 
possibilities. 
Case (a): cx = /3 i y, where y > 0. The property 1.1.8(i) reads (/3 i y)N = /3 i yn 
for y > 0. Hence a,, = /I i y,, > cc), a contradiction. 
Case (b): a = 04 where /3 = y + 1. Then y B .Q,. The property I. 1.8(ii) reads 
(0 y+‘)ll = w y(n + 1) + 1 and obviously CJY~ = w y(n + 1) + 1 > cc>, a contradiction. 
Case (c): (Y = OLi, where /3 E Lim and rfl1 < r~l. The property I.l.g(iii) reads 
(0% = oprf. Hence /3”* < ch < B and we obtain a contradiction. 0 
3.9. Lemma (12,). If A is ~“(a + I)-large and a,, 2 3 then there exists a 
2f-scattered and w-large set B E A. 
Proof. Now we work informally in the system LX,. Let A be an arbitrary set with 
a,, 2 3. We set f = S, and define g(x) = f<,,(x). It is easy to check that g(x) 3 2; 
for x 2 3, if g(x)J,. 
We will show by induction on /3 (which in fact can be treated as finite 
induction, by Lemma 1.2.6 on finitization) the following claim. 
(1) Claim. For all p and for all x E A, 
Hence if A is o’((Y + 1)-large then gn(a,,)L. It follows that B = 
{gk(a& gk(aJJ A k . IS a natural number} is a-large and 2<-scattered, which is the 
desired conclusion of our lemma. 
Now we prove the claim. If p = 0 then the claim is obvious. Now we consider 
the inductive step ,0+@ + 1. Let x EA. Then 
f&,j+&) =f&~[S+ I,(fWG)) =f (0 1 w+&(x)) %,4d4) =&s+I(x), 
which finishes the proof of this step. 
Assume now that (1) is true for ordinals <p, where p E Lim. Let x E A and 
f<*J(p+r) (x)J. Then 
(2) f&J+&) ==fWV(S(~)). 
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Denote y =g(x). Now we show that 
(3) 0”p +Y Cl? . px. 
We can represent /!I in the form y i gb. For 6 = 0 the point (3) is obvious. 
Hence we have to consider four cases. 
Case (i): 6 = m + 1 S w. Then w3(y -i- eP+‘) +Y o’y + aY+‘(y + 1) + 1 +Y 
w3y i w”‘+~(x + 1) i CL? = o’( y -!- cP+‘)~, because y 2 x + 1. 
Case (ii): 6 = w. Then 03(yi w”)+$,o”yi wy+*~,~o.?y4- w~+~= w3(yl 
(cow),) = w3(y i w”‘)~, because y 2 x + 3. 
Case (iii): 6 > o and 6 is limit. Then 03(y i o “) j, w’y i w“, j,, w’y i why = 
w3y i W3Wbr = w3(y i a&, because 6,> o and 6,+,, 6, which follows by 
1.2.6(iii) and the fact that P is a Bc-system. 
Case (iv): 6 > w and 6 = q + 1. Then w’(yi w”)J,o”yi o”(y + 1) + l+,, 
o’y i wq(x + 1) i w3 = w’(y i o~+‘)~, because o”+,~ wi. 
By (3) and 1.2.7(i) it follows that 
L&Y) ?Ll~&(Y) ‘fw%&+&). 
By the inductive assumption, this is agpr(x) =&(x), which by (2) finishes the 
proof of the limit step. 0 
Assume that f is a finite partial function from a subset of N to N. We say that 
(A, 6) approximates f iff 
maxAGbAVaEA-{maxA}Vx<a-2[f(x)<a+vb%f(x)], 
wherea+=min{xEA:a<x}. 
A approximates f iff (A, max A) approximates f. 
3.10. Lemma (LX,). For all a, /3 < h. such that c~ i /3l, for each Wni-8-large set A 
with ac # 0, a,,# 0 and for each f there exists an P-large set B GA with b,, = a,, 
which approximates f and there exists a b E A such that [max B, b] n A is o “-large. 
The special case of this lemma for A = E() was proved in [23]. For the proof see 
also [lo]. It was observed in [ll] that if we strengthen the assumption “A is 
wm’e-large” to “LY # 0 A A is o@‘~ -large” then the proof from [lo] (by induction 
on p) still works verbatim if we replace .sg by il’, provided the system of 
sequences for il’ satisfies the following axioms: 
(0 “+‘)n = mu . n, (al”), = W”’ for all a E Lim \eps, 
(a + p)n = cy + fin for (Y, p such that cx i fiL. 
Our B+-E-system A satisfies the axiom PA t (Ok+‘), = ~~(n + 1) + 1, hence the 
above observation does not directly apply. 
Before we turn to the proof of this lemma we observe that after putting in it ma 
in place of LY and of /3 we obtain the following lemma more appropriate for our 
purposes. 
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3.11. Lemma (LX,). For each c~ < A such that owe. 2 < A and for each o”~ 2-large 
set A with a,, > 0 and for each function f there exists an w”-large set B c 
A \ {max A} which approximates f. 
The IX,-proof of 3.10 is obtained by a finitization of the proof from [lo] 
Proof of Lemma 3.10. Our lemma has the following form: 
Va VP VA T(&u, /!I, A). 
Now we work in LX,. The above statement is in an obvious way equivalent to 
the statement 
Vu B 1 VnVP VA c [l, a] T(a, fl, A). 
For a 2 1, let X, = {y: 3A c [l, a] A is y-large}. By 1.2.6, the set X, is finite. 
Let YR={p: Elcu#Oo”‘“~X,}. Since rpl < ‘cu~/~‘<w’~~~ for LY and /I#0 
such that cui- /IL, we infer that Y, is also finite. Using Y, we can equivalently 
formulate our statement as follows: 
Vu 2 1 VP E y, Va VA c [l, a] T(n, /3, A). 
Fix a b 1. To show the above statement we use induction on /3 E Y,. The case 
/l = 0 is obvious. 
Case 1: 0 # /? E Lim A /3 E x,. Fix (Y # 0. Since /3 E Lim, the following implica- 
tion is true: T(cu, &,, A)-+ T(a, p, A). If /I,,, 4 Y(, then A is not w”‘at,ll-large, 
hence A is not m”li-l’ -large and T(a, /I, A) is obviously true. In the other case the 
conclusion for p follows from the inductive hypothesis. 
Case 2: p = y + 1 A p E Y,. Let A c [l, u] be maiB for a certain (Y. Let f be a 
function. Hence A is also waiY. a,,-large. Let uk = (SA),,n+,. k(uO) for k = 
0, . . , q,. One can easily check, using suitable finitization of transfinite induction 
that uk+, = (S,),,,e+,(a,) for k < a,,. (Generally it is true that if a’ + a2L, then 
,g,linz =g,l oga2; cf. [32] and [lo].) Obviously a,, < . . . <a,,,. By the Pigeon-Hole 
Principle there exists a j,, with 1 sj,, s a,, - 1 and [ai,,, a,,)+ ,) fl f * [0, a,, - 2) = 0 
because there are at most a,, - 2 images f(x) of x <a,, - 2 and there are a,, - 1 
corresponding intervals. 
We let A’ =A fl [a,,,, ai,,+,]. Then A’ is w”“‘-large, since (S,),o+y(u,,,) = a,,,+,. 
Moreover y E Y,. By the inductive assimption there exists an y-large 8’ &A’ with 
bl, = ai,, which approximates f and there exists a b E A’ such that [max B’, b] f? A 
is ma-large. Thus the pair B = B’ U {q,} and b has the desired properties. 0 
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is preceded by one more helpful lemma, which 
provides a sort of reduction of the construction of sets of diagonally indiscernible 
elements to the construction of approximate sets. We denote temporarily by a(“) 
the last but nth element of A, a(“) = max A. 
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3.12. Lemma (IA,, + exp). Assume that we are given a sequence v;(x,, 7;): i <k O, 
formulas such that a.r.(q;) = n for i <k and a.r.(Ely, ni(Xi, 7)) = n + 1 for i <k. 
Moreover, assume that Ih(f;) c r for i <k. Then to every (k, Y) + 2-scattered set A 
we can associate a partial function f such that the following holds: if A is a set of 
diagonally indiscernible elements for all VT: i < k, then for each B’ included in A 
minus its last n elements which approximates f, every set B E B’ such that 
Vc,dEB[c<d -+ 3b E B’ (a < b < d)] is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements 
for all (3y, r];(X,, j$))*: i <k. 
Proof. We prove the lemma informally in IA,, + exp. 
Let (3) be a function coding every sequence of length less than r by a number 
less that (a + l)‘, where a is equal to the maximum of terms of this sequence. Let 
d(x, i) denote the decoding function. Let (x),,, (x), denote the decoding functions 
of (x, y). We define l(i) = Ih(l;) for i = 0, . . . , k - 1. The function f is defined as 
follows: 
f(x) = mu, [3Y s zA k rlcx,,,(d((x,),, 0) . . . J 4(x),, l((xM), Y)l. 
Let B’ included in A minus its last n elements be a set which approximates f, 
B’ = {b,,, . . . , b,},. From the inequalities i < k, Xi < b,, it follows that (i, (Xi)) < 
b m+l - 2, since A is (k, xr) + 2-scattered. Therefore for every i <k and for each 
m=Sl-2 
Vi; < 6, [Sly, < b,,,+z A k qi(X;, j,) e 3Ji < bt A L rti(j;, Y,)]. 
LetBgB’besuchthatVc,dEB[c<d * 36 E B’ (a < b < d)]. In particular, 
we see that for all b, b’, b” E B with b < b’, b” 
(*) V.?;<b[3ji<b’AL~; e @<b”Akrj,] 
We claim that B is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements for (3Y, vi)*, 
where i = 0, . . . , k-l. To show this for fixed i let b<D,, D2sB, beB and 
ID,] = ]D2] =n + 1. Denote by b’, b” the first elements of the sets D,, D2 
respectively. In particular, (*) is satisfied by b, b’, b”. Since A is a set of 
diagonally indiscernible elements for rl: and a.r.(q;) = n, we infer that the symbol 
A in (*) to the left of G can be replaced by D,\{b’}, and the other A by 
D2 \ {b”}. Hence finally 
Vi; < b [Dl k 3ji q; e 02 L 3yi a] 
and this shows that B is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements for (3ji vi)*, 
where i < k. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We only prove (ii), the proof of (iii) is then immediate. The 
proof of (i) is similar. 
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Assume that A is wzf+’ -large, a,, > m 2 3. By 1.2.6(iii) we see that 02+‘+~, 0. 
By 3.8, w;T+‘+ (, E/,-+,, 0. We have (wz+‘), = oftI:+’ and since Q-+~ 3 we infer 
that ~~fi+‘+~ oz:?“;‘. Set cr = ~‘fi+‘. Now, (u:::&, = o,z?\, (u,y,“_\),, = oX?j’, m 
etc. Summing up we have 
w;+,, 
2 
O”+3_+ o(4?,+‘. 
m-l 0 
Moreover, w”‘~I-‘+’ =$, u:,_~ . 2 and oE,_~+~ o:,_~+~ e.?. Hence finally 
(1) ,;7+’ Is2 f&T:: i &. 
It follows by 3.3 that A is o”(w:;:iff + I)-large. By Lemma 3.9 there exists an 
w,?/jZf-large and 2:-scattered set CGA. Hence without loss of generality we can 
assume that A itself is such a set. 
Now we define by induction a helpful sequence of mappings ~~(a): 
Yo(oJ) = a, yk+,((Y) = Qyk(“,‘2, N is here a variable. 
(2) Claim. A is ~,,r--2(~Ffi+‘)-lurge. 
Indeed, set o = w’fi+‘. We prove by induction on k 3 1 that o~~~*+, 
V~(CU) .2 + 1. For k = 1 this is obvious. 
The inductive step is the following: 
Far” 
ok+1 *, m” ,(n,.2+’ 3, WYA l(n’-2. 2 + 1 = y,(a) .2 + 1, 
which finishes the proof of (2). 
Now let us denote by @ the set of all n which are generalizations of some 
6, <m. Since the number of such rl for every fixed 13 is less than 21h”’ d 8, it 
follows that 1 @,I G m2. 
To finish the proof of the Lemma we show the following claim. 
(3) Claim. For every n, every k and every Y~“,+~( 0) ‘I++‘)-large and 2;-scattered set 
A with q’ b m b 3 there exists a yk(o Flif’)-lurge set B included in A minus its last n 
elements which is u set of diagonally indiscernible elements for all 0 E @ such that 
a.r.(H) G n. 
Indeed, this finishes the proof: we set n = [(m - 2)/2]. Observe that for every 
q E @, a.r.(q) < n (every natural coding of formulas guarantees this property). If 
we put k = 0, we obtain a B G A which is mffif’ -large and is a set of diagonally 
indiscernible elements for N* for all 8 E 0 such that a.r.(H) G n. Since o’“+‘+~ 
E,, + 2, B is also E,$ + 2-large. Thus B\ {b,,} . IS E,~ -I l-large and it is also a set of 
indiscernible elements for 8*, for all 8 as above which are sentences. Hence 
finally B \ {b,,} is an E,, + l-large m-skeleton. 
We show Claim (3) by induction on II. The case II = 0 is obvious, since each set 
is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements for all By such that a.r.(O) = 0. Set 
(Y = up”+‘. Assume that the claim holds for n and assume that A is Y~(,~+,,+~((Y)- 
large and 2<-scattered. By the inductive hypothesis there exists a ykt2(m)-large set 
C included in A minus its last tz elements which is a set of diagonally 
indiscernible elements for 8* for all 8 E @ such that a.r.(@) d II. 
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Let 8,, &, . . . , O,, where 1 d m2, be an enumeration of all 8 E @ with 
a.r.(6) =R + 1 which are of the form 3J r](Z,j), where a.r.(n) = n. Let 
oj := 3j, vi&, yi) and a.r.(q,) = II for all i < 1. Certainly every set B which is a set 
of diagonally indiscernible elements for all 0:: i < I is diagonally indiscernible for 
all 8 E @ such that a.r.(0) = IZ + 1. 
Since A is 2$-scattered and a,, > m 2 3, the set C is (m, x’) + 2-scattered and 
Lemma 3.12 is applicable to C and to the sequence r], , . . . , q,. 
Let f be a function from 3.12 chosen for the sequence qi(Xi, Y,): i < 1. Since C is 
y,+,(a)-large, by Lemma 3.11 there exists a y,+,(a)-large set B’ c C\{max C} 
which approximates J Applying once more Lemma 3.11, we find a y,(a)-large 
set BcB’ such that Vc, d E B [c < D + 3b E B’ (c < b < d)]. Namely, B 
approximates g such that g(b - 3) = b’ for b E B’, where b+ is the successor in 
B’. By Lemma 3.12, B is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements for all 
0,*: i < 1. Obviously b is included in A minus its last II + 1 elements, and this 
finishes the proof of Claim (3) and the proof of the lemma. Cl 
3.13. Note. (a) Denote lg3[B] = { maxy 2;s b: b E B}. We say that B is an 
(n, m)-skeleton if B is a set of diagonally indiscernible (or indiscernible) elements 
for 19” for all 8 <m such that a.r.(8)6n. Lemma 3.4(ii) can be refined as 
follows: 
3 concrete c VA [A is wzfl’ 2f2-large A a,, > m 2 c 
+ 3B c_ A (“B is +-large A lg3[B] is an (n, m)-skeleton”)]. 
Reasoning similarly to the proof of (l), we show that we can assume that A is 
wEfi. ‘+I-large and 2;-scattered. Then what remains to be done is a reduction of the n 
number of references to 3.11 to one in every inductive step. This is possible if we 
refine 3.12 according to the ideas used in the proof of 11.4.2. 
(b) For systems of sequences satisfying 
a better result is possible. Namely we can weaken the assumption “A is 
w~fi~“+2)-large” to the form “A is o~~~“c2’-large”. 
II. 4. Partitions properties and a-skeletons 
In this section we strengthen a little the construction of diagonally indiscernible 
elements of Paris-Harrington [21]. 
Let [Xl’ denote the family of all increasing sequences of the set X, having 
length e. For every F: [Xl’ + r we write H E Horn(F) instead of H E X A 
F r[H]’ = Const. Hence the Ramsey partition property X-+, (k): can be written 
as follows: 
V(F: [Xl’-+ r) 3H E Horn(F) (IHI 3 max(h,,, e + 1, k)). 
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By careful inspection of the proof of Theorem (6) of [21] one can isolate the 
lemma formulated below which indicates how the existence of homogeneous sets 
‘forces’ the existence of u-skeletons (in our terminology). We use the notation 
lg’(x) = max({y: 2:s~) U (0)); 
this is the natural extension of the ith iterate of log,(x) (well defined only for the 
numbers 2:: n natural) to all natural numbers. If IHI 2 h,, we also say that H is 
relatively large. Define 
Ig’[H] = {Ig’(x): x E H}. 
4.1. Lemma (PA). To every a and m we can associate a partition P: [ml=+ r, 
where e ba and r depend only on a, such that if H is homogeneous for P 
(H E Horn(P)) and IHI 2 max(ho, e + l), then the set lg4(H) minus its last e 
elements is an a-skeleton. 
Probably one can get a better result including concrete estimates of e and r. 
Here we present a more direct proof of 4.1, which gives the best estimate (r = 2, 
e = a) for suitable numbers a. In fact, we have the following lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. There exists a term number c such that IA,, + exp proves the 
following. 
To every a and set A with a,, b c, 2”4 we can associate a partition P: [AlO+ 2 such 
that if H E Horn(P) and IHI 2 ho, then the set lg4[H \ {h,,}] minus its last a elements 
is an a-skeleton. 
A similar refinement appears in [25]. This lemma will be used in Section IV.2 
to study iterate partition properties. The proof of Lemma 4.2 is preceded by some 
preparatory lemmas. The first lemma says that some homogeneous sets (i.e., sets 
of indiscernible elements) are almost sets of diagonally indiscernible elements. 
Fix an n. 
4.3. Lemma (IA0 + exp). Let F be an arbitrary A,,(2”)-function bounded by 2:. 
Let m be a number, A a set and R a relation included in [0, max A] x [A]“‘. 
We define the relation S, G [A12”‘+’ by 
S,(x, j, Z) G Vt < F(x) [R(t, j) 9 R(t, Z)]. 
Then it is true that for every set H E A satisfying m(2r@“’ + 1) < 1 HI which is 
homogeneous for the relation S, the set H’ = H minus its last m elements has the 
following property : 
Vx E H’ Vt < F(x) “H-[O, x] is homogeneous for R(t, y)“, 
(We will say that H’ is F(x)-diagonally homogeneous for R.) 
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The proof relies on the idea used by Paris and Harrington [21] (the proof of 
2.lO(iii)) and we omit it. 
The next lemma says that some diagonally homogeneous sets are almost 
a-skeletons. 
4.4. Lemma. There exists a term number c,, such that IA,, + exp proves: for every 
set A and for every a with a,, 2 co, 204 there exists a relation R s [0, max A,] X [A]” 
such that for every set H which satisfies 
(1) IHI 3 W21, 
(2) H is lg2(x)-d’ g za onally homogeneous for R(t, j), 
(3) H is 2”,-scattered, 
the set lg4[H \ {h,,}] is an a-skeleton. 
Proof. The cg will be chosen in the course of the proof. 
We work in IA,, + exp. For the construction of R c [0, max A] x [A]” (which 
forces the existence of a-skeletons) we enumerate all &,-formulas which are 
generalizations of formulas less than a: B,@), . . , 6&i!‘). Set m(i) = Ih(.?) - 1 
and n(i) = lh(j’) - 1, where pi is the sequence of new variables which appear in 
0: (13: = @r(%‘, ji)). Every natural coding of formulas guarantees that 
m(l), n(l), . . . , m(l), n(l) < [a - l/2] = m and that 1< a2. 
Let (X) be a function coding sequences of length less than a and with terms 
less than lg4 b by numbers < m for b E A. The existence of such a coding 
function is ensured if we choose co in such a way that for all b ac,,, 
(lg4 b) ‘g4 b < m . 
Let d(y, i) denote the decoding function of y = (5). Next, let (x, y) denote the 
usual polynomial pairing function and (x)(,, (x), its decoding functions. 
Now, we define the relation R G [0, max A] X [A]“‘: 
R(x, Y) e TrCKo&),,(d((x),j 0) . . . , d(G),, m((xh)); 
It has the following property: 
k4YO> . . . 7 k4Yn((,,,,,N. 
(*) If H included in A is lg*(x)-diagonally homogeneous for R then Vb E H 
V.? < lg4 b “H-[0, b] is homogeneous for Tr,,( 0T(Z’; lg4yf,, . . . , lg4yLCi,)” for i c 1. 
Indeed, take H as above. Fix b E H and i =S 1. Finally, take X’ < lg4 b. Hence 
(x’)<m (b ecause lh(x’) 6 a) and therefore x = (i, (Xi)) < lg2 b, because 
i<I<a’<(lg4b)*. 
By the choice of H and of x, H-[0, b] is homogeneous for R(x, j), but 
R(x, y) = Tr,,(BT(?, lg4y,,, . . . , lg4yMCi,)) and (*) follows. 
This means that lg4 H - [0, lg” b] is homogeneous for Tr,,(@,?(.?, 7’)) for all 
.? < lg4 b. In particular lg4[h\{ h,,}] is homogeneous for 67 for all 0; which are 
sentences. Therefore if H is 2:-scattered and IH( > [h,,/2], then by the definition 
of skeletons lg4 [H \ {h,,}] is an a-skeleton, because 
(lg4[H\{h,,}]] = ]H( - 1 a [h,,/2] - 13 lg4 ho a a. 0 
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Now we can prove Lemma 4.2. Let cc, be the constant from Lemma 4.4. The 
constant c B c,, will be chosen in the course of the proof in IA0 + exp. Assume 
that the set A satisfies aI, 3 c, 21;. We put m = [(a - 1)/2]. Let R(x, J) be the 
relation from Lemma 4.4 included in [0, max A] x [A]“’ such that 
(1) for every lg*(x)-diagonally homogeneous set H c A satisfying (HI 3 [h,,/2] 
the set lg4[H\ {h,,}] 1s an u-skeleton, but under the assumption that H is 
2$scattered. 
We do not know whether H is 2$scattered but there exist four relations: 
MY,,, YJ = [1/2Yol SYl> R,(Y,,,Y,)=4.Yo~Yl, 
R,(Y,,, YJ -2”‘cY*, RdY,,, YJ = Pay, 
such that every set H which is homogeneous for all R,: u = 0, . . . , 3, and satisfies 
IHI > [ho/21 and h,, 2 3 is also 22-scattered, cf. [21, Lemma 2.131. 
Now we encode R(t, j) and R,(j) for i = 0, . . . , 3 into one relation 
R’(t, J) e [t < lg*(y,,) A R(t, j) v 3 s 3 (t = lg*(y,,) + i A R,(j))]. 
Observe that 
(2) for every set H c A, lg*(x) + 4-diagonally homogeneous for R’(t, j) and 
satisfying JH( 3 [h,,/2] (with h,, 2 c P 3), the set lg”[H \ {h,,}] is an u-skeleton, 
because then H is homogeneous for R;: i = 0, . . . , 3, i.e., it is 22-scattered and 
thus satisfies the assumptions of (1). 
Finally, let P = S, L [Alzmf’ be the relation from Lemma 4.3 corresponding to 
R and to the function F(x) = lg*(x) + 3. We can assume that P E [A]“. Let 
H E Horn(P) and (HI 3 ho. If c is large enough then for h,, 3 c we have 
a(2 (‘gZho,+4  1) < ho, because a s lg4 h,,. Hence by 4.3, the set H minus its last m 
elements is lg4(x) + 3-diagonally homogeneous for R(t, j). 
It follows that the set H’ = H minus its last a elements satisfies the assumption 
(2) and thus lg4[H’\ {h,,}] . 1s an a-skeleton. Obviously lg4 H’ = lg4 H minus its last 
a elements, which finishes the proof. 0 
Observe that also lg4[H \ {h,,}] minus its last jT4 elements is an u-skeleton 
4.5. Corollary. There exists a term number c such that IA0 + exp proves that to 
every set A and to every a we can associate P : [A]*-+ 2 such that if H E Horn(P), 
H is relatively large and (HJ 3 a + max(2:, c), then h,, B max(2”,, c) and the set 
lg4[H \ {h,,}] minus its last a elements is an a-skeleton. 
Proof. Observe first that Lemma 4.2 will be valid if we weaken the assumption 
IHJ 3 h,, to IHI 2 h,, - 1 and if we change a to a - 1. Let c be the constant from 
the new version of Lemma 4.2 and let Q: [A]“-‘-+2 be a relation as in that 
lemma. Let e = max(2:, c). 
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We define P(u,, . . , u,) to equal Q(u,, . . . , u,_,) if U, be, and l- 
Q(u,, . * . ? u,) if U, <e. Assume that H E Horn(P), H is relatively large and 
lHJaa+e. We take ice such that hj<e~h,+l. Hence i+ase+a-1 
and P(h;, . . . , &+a-,) = l- Q@;+I, . . . , hi+o-I) but W;+l, . . . , hi+,) = 
Q(hi+*r . . . ? hi+,_,), which is a contradiction, because H E Horn(P). Thus 
ho > e = max(2:, c). Moreover, obviously h \ {max H} is homogeneous for Q and 
by Lemma 4.2 we obtain the desired conclusion. 
4.6. Note. The above corollary shows that Lemma 1.1.8 (on the existence of 
u-skeletons for all a) is also valid if the assumption PH is weakened to 
Ve V k3M V(P : [Ml’ + 2) 3N E Horn(P) (IHI Z= max(h,,, k)). 
In the sequel by PH, we rather mean the above principle, which is equivalent in 
IA0 + exp to the original formulation; using 11.1.13 one can easily show that this 
principle is equivalent to R(PA; 2,). 
In [25] it was proved that the syntactically weakest variant of PH (with 
k = e + 1) is also equivalent to PH. 
III. Arithmetical transfinite induction and Hardy hierarchies 
In this chapter we collect all results which are connected with Wainer’s theorem 
on provably recursive functions. We generalize this theorem to I&). Originally it 
was proved for PA and says that if f is provably recursive in PA then there exists 
an a < cc) such that 3y Vx 2 yf(x) < H,(X). 
III. 1. Main results 
All results referring to provably total functions in I(&,), in this chapter, are in 
fact consequences of one more general theorem. To formulate it we need three 
notions: of provably total function in I(&,), of (B+)*-s-systems of sequences and 
the notion of theories of Hardy hierarchies. 
1.1. We say that a function f : N--f N is provably total in a theory T and is of class 
& in T iff there exists rp E Z,, such that cp defines f in N and T t Vx Cl! y cp(x, y). 
We will write shortly: f is total and Z,, in T. 
Functions provably recursive in T are functions which are total and 2, in T. 
The basic provably recursive function is the successor; however, the basic 
provably total function of class Z,,,, (for II Z= 1) is the function H” (see Definition 
11.2.9), the smallest majorant of all total functions of class .Z,,. This fact is 
provable in En and H” may be treated as basic in all theories extending IZn. For 
n = 0 we make the convention H”(x) = x + 1. 
Let H” denote the function defined by ff” in the model N. It follows that for 
every k E o the usual iteration (H”)k is provably total and Z;,,, in I&, for n 2 1; 
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and moreover, that every function which is provably total and Z’,,+, in IZfl is 
majorized by some (H”)k. Since PA = I(<&,,), (H”), is provably total and &+, in 
PA for each (Y < E,,. Moreover, one can prove that each such function is 
majorized by a certain (H”),, where CY < E(, (implicit in [20] and in [23]). 
1.2. Assume now that 
(*) A. together with accompanying formulas defines an c-system of notations of 
class ,Z’] and let P(cu, n) be an arbitrary Z’, formula. 
We say that a system P of sequences for A is a (B+)2-&-system of sequences if 
(a) P is a B+-c-system, 
(b) there exists a ‘B+-like mapping’ Q(cx, n) = p E Z,, i.e., Q(cY, n) + 1 </I < 
a implies Q(o, n) + 1 s Q(/I, 0), such that 
(c) (.sLT),P=Eaf-:for aELimAcu>Or\n>O. 
At the same time observe that by 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 it follows that for every system 
A. of notation in 12, of class 2, there exists a P E E, which defines in LX, a 
(B+)‘-c-system of sequences for il. 
1.3. Let n E N and 
LPA having axioms 
(Bf)2-&-system of 
v,X 3Y (H”),,(x) = y 
numbers. 
let cx < A. P-TH”(<c,+,) denotes the theory in the language 
12, 1 HZ (cf. Introduction) plus sentences stating that “P is a 
sequences for E,+,” plus all the sentences of the form 
for p of the form o>+‘, where m varies over the natural 
Now we can formulate the most general result about functions provably total in 
I, in connection with the width of the proof. The assumption (*) will be a 
standing assumption in this section. 
1.4. Theorem. There exist constants c, c, such that for every E, < A and for each 
cp of class n, and for each m E N, 
I(G) tF?z vx 3Y q(x, Y) 
implies 
P-TH”(<c,+,) I,,,, vx 2 r22” 3Y < (H”);(,,C)(x) q(x, y) A 
vx < @ 3Y < (~“)&,?l,,,(m’) q(x, Y), where /3(m, c) = oz,+‘. 
If E,+I is not defined then we make the convention that E,+, denotes the 
standard expansion of E,. 
The proof of the above theorem is based on a lemma, which we now formulate, 
but postpone its rather long proof to the next section. In the formulation we 
make the convention that 
E-, = 0, I/C _ a - max b” < a . . 
h 
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1.5. Lemma. There exists a term number c such that IZ’, + “P defines a 
(BC)2-&-system of sequences for A” proves that for all LY satisfying 6: = -1 v cx < A, 
and for each E, + l-P-large a-skeleton A, 
A L,I,< Ax(I(&,)). 
1.6. Note. It is an open problem whether Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.4 are true 
for Bf-e-systems. But observe that (B+)2-E-systems are still very natural. For 
example there exists a natural B+-E-system for the Feferman number c, having 
the property that (E,), = E,_, for n > 0 and cr# E, (cf. Schmidt [28]). It is 
obvious that such a system is also a (B+)‘-s-system with Q such that CC! = (Y,’ 
when(cz=&E,vn=O)and~$=a~-,whencr#&,An>O. 
Moreover, observe the following. Assume that (&,)~J,,O A n > 0 A LY > 0. 
Since Ep+, % lj E for each /3, E,~+,,O implies (Y~$#O. But Q is a B+-system, 
hence ffz+#n$-, + 1. Finally (E,)~+,,E,~_,+,. Putting cu$‘= a$_, we conclude 
that 
(a) there exists a Q’ E E, such that sup CX$’ = cy for each a: E Lim\{O} and 
(&,),P$,, 0 implies ( E,),P 3,) eav,+, for 0! E Lim \ (0). 
All the above reasoning is formalizable in 12, + “P is a (B+)2-E-system”. 
In the proof of 1.5 we in fact use the property (a) of (B+)‘-e-systems. We will 
see that all results are valid for B+-E-systems having the property (a). But we 
explicitly assume the more elegant property that P is a (B+)‘-E-system. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We take for c the constant from Lemma 1.5. We fix an cx 
such that E, < A and assume that I(&,) km Vx 3y cp(x, y), where cp is of class fl,. 
By E,-completeness 
12, 1 (I(%) k?D ‘vx 3Y F(X) Y)‘). 
Now we work in the system P-TH”(<E,+,). First we construct an informal 
proof. The length of a formal proof will be estimated at the end. 
Take an a a&. Let d = (H”)&,,,., (a). Let f = H” Cl [a, d]‘. We define 
A = {f’(a): f’(a) c d}. H ence by 11.3.2, the set A is fl(m, c), P-large and 
H”-scattered (i.e., ,&-scattered). 
By 11.3.4 there exists an E, + 1, P-large m”-skeleton B G A. In fact we need an 
obvious strengthening of 11.3.2 and 11.3.4 with IC, replaced by 12, + “P defines a 
B+-s-system of sequences for A”. 
By Lemma 1.5, B Flzl Ax(I(E,)). It follows by the Soundness Lemma 11.1.10 
that B k ‘Vx 3y 91(x, y ‘. Hence (cf. 11.1.9), Vx <b. 3y cb, Bi= rq?l(x,y). we can 
assume that c is large enough to guarantee us that rqll ~rzt’. Thus: by the 
Absoluteness Lemma 11.2.4, VX < b,, 3y < b, Tr”,,( rv1 (x, y)). Therefore Vx -=c 
b,, 3y <b, g~(x, y), which implies that Vx c a 3y < (H”)&,,,.,(x) g~(x, y), because 
b, 6 d. Taking x = a we obtain the first conjunct of the statement of the lemma. 
Taking at the beginning a = & we obtain the second component. This finishes an 
informal proof. 
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Before we start an estimation of the width of a formal proof, we observe that 
without loss of generality we can assume that in the given proof of the formula 
Vx 3y ~(x, y) in I(&*) an axiom of the form Ind(yj, E%) was used at least once. 
This guarantees that the code of g is less than m. In the opposite case we have 
I(~_,)t,~~V~3ycp(x,y)andwecanassumethat a=-1. 
Now for the direct estimation of width observe that all steps in the proof, 
where we refer to the proven lemmas (1.5, 11.3.2, 11.3.4, 11.1.10, 11.1.9, 11.2.4) 
have in total a fixed (independent of m) length c,. 
All the steps in the proof in P-TH”(<& a+l), which we make directly after the 
steps listed above consist in substitution of some terms, e.g. g to Lemma 1 S, m’ 
and p to Lemma 11.3.4, ‘Vx 3y 9’ and r22 to the Soundness Lemma, Iql to the 
Absoluteness Lemma, etc. The codes of these terms are Gm”‘, where c2 is a 
constant independent of m. Hence the codes of all formulas which are results of 
some substitutions are crn“i, where c1 is independent of m (cf. 11.2.12 and the 
proof of 11.2.13). 
Let us now estimate the width of the step which we make at the very beginning. 
Letp=q,,q,,..., q, be a proof of Vx 3y cp(x, y) in I(.sN) having width cm. 
Then the sequence Iv,‘, r~,l . . , ly?,’ is a formal proof (of width cm) from 
I(&,) in the theory LX,. Since ;he formula I(&,) km rrpjl is built up of (y, m and 
Iq,l in a fixed number of steps (independent of m), it has a code sm”“, where c4 
is a constant (independent of m). Using this fact we can find a constant cs such 
that Vi s 1 LZ’, E,,c5 (I(&,) Fr/, lpjl), which is proved by induction on i. 
The next step in the proof is a reference to the axiom Vx 3y (H”)i(,,l,L.J(~) =y. 
This formula is built up, in a fixed number of steps, of m”, u and H”‘. The length 
of H” is dc, . II. 
Since 2 rI-=r is, - q , it follows that the code of H” is Srn’T. Hence finally the 
code of the axiom is SmCx. 
All the remaining steps are logical inferences having a scheme independent of 
m. Hence the width can only grow polynomially. Thus we can construct a formal 
proof having width dm’“, where cc, is a constant independent of m. 0 
Now we deal with some corollaries. Assume that 
(**) P E 2, defines in 12, a (Bt)2-e-system of sequences for E,+,. 
The following direct generalization of Wainer’s Theorem is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1.4. 
1.7. Corollary. Assume that E,+, is a well-ordering. If f is provably total and Efi 
in I(&,) then there exists a fi < E,,, such that 3y Vx zz y f (x) < (IT’)@). 
An easy refinement of Theorem 1.4 shows that the assumption (**) can be 
weakened to: P is a B-c-system satisfying 1.6(a), not necessarily definable in the 
standard model N. Since all Hi: /?I < E,+~ are provably total in I(E,), we have a 
simple corollary. 
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1.8. Corollary. Rec(I(s,)) = lJScE,+, E(Hz), where E(f) denotes the operation 
which associates with f the class of all elementary recursive functions from f, 
introduced by Grzegorczyk [S] to classify the primitive recursive functions. 
Proof. Assume that f E Rec(I(c,)). Hence there exists ~(x, y, z) E A,, such that 
3z cp(x, y, z) defines f in N and I(&,) 1tlx 3!y 3z ~(x, y, z). By 1.7 there exists 
P < s,+1 such that Nk VX 3y, z SE&(X) &x, y, z), which proves that f E E(H,,), 
because E(&) is closed under bounded projections and bounded minimum. 0 
The next immediate consequence of 1.4, under the assumption (**), is: 
1.9. Corollary. I(&,) 1 n,,, = P-TH”(<c,+,). 
In fact only the inclusion E is immediate. For the proof of the opposite 
inclusion it is enough to recall that all the axioms of P-TH”(<s,+,) are of class 
iI n+2. Corollary 1.9 has a subtle variant, more close to 1.4, which concerns a 
‘polynomial reduction’ of one theory to another. 
1.10. Corollary. 
3c Vm tlrp E II,+, (I(&,) t, q+ P-TH”(<c,+J I-,< q). 
Symbolically: I(&,) sE:+~ P-TH”(<E,+,). 
This is an obvious consequence of 1.4. The same is true for lengths of proofs. 
Moreover, it is obvious that there exists a primitive recursive map which sends 
proofs of width m (for 47 E nti+2) in one theory to proofs of width cm’ in the 
second theory. It is not known whether the converse reduction is polynomial. A 
rough estimate of the upper bound is 22”‘” (cf. (4) in the proof of the main 
Lemma in Section 111.2). 
All combinatorial-logical proofs presented in the present paper provide this 
sort of primitive recursive reduction, but we do not develop this point further. In 
this respect the combinatorial-logical proofs are similar to proof-theoretic proofs 
of reductions (see discussion on this subject in Feferman [6]), but additionally we 
have information about width and length of proofs. 
1.11. Note. Now assume that P E 2, defines in I(&,) a (B+)‘-c-system of 
sequences for c,+i and that E,+, is well-ordered. Then it follows by 1.9(z) and 
strengthened 1.7 that the hierarchy Hg: (3 < cru+, is majorized by every Hz: /3 < 
E a+l, where Q is a (B+)*-E-system, i.e. P is in a sense minimal. 
It is not true that every (B+)2-E-system P is minimal. For each f: N-, N one 
can construct a system P on E, + 1 such that Hz,,(n) 2f (n) for all n. Hence if f 
majorizes a hierarchy of length e,,, (for a 2 w), then no extension of P to E,+, 
is minimal. The construction of P is very technical but not difficult and we omit it. 
Still some easy corollaries of Lemma 1.5 are worth stating. Assume that E, < A. 
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1.12. Corollary. Let n 2 1. LX’, proves the following equivalencies: 
R(I(c,); En) e Vu 3A “A is &,-large a-skeleton 
A A is &,-scattered” e CR(I(.s,); &). 
Proof (in LX,). Let us call (l), (2), (3) the above three sentences. Corollary 11.3.6 
says that (l)+(2). By Lemma 1.5, (3) . immediately follows from (2), and 
(3) + (1) is the content of Lemma 11.2.6. 0 
The next corollary is the Kreisel-Levy Theorem [14]. 
1.13. Corollary. I(&,+,) tR(I(s,); Z,J 
Proof. Corollary 11.3.7 reads I(&,+, ) t (2), where (2) comes from the proof of 
Corollary 1.12. By 1.12, the assertion follows. 0 
111.2. Proof of the Main Lemma III. 1.5 
First we prove the following generalization of Lemma 11.3.4 for (B+)‘-E- 
systems. (We make the convention that if a, = 0, then cu, = -1.) 
2.1. Lemma. IX, + “P is a (B+)2-&-system” proves that for each LY < il, if a set A 
is Ed, P-large then for each z < a,, there exists a B c A which is an ~~9, + 1, P-large 
a,,-skeleton, where Q’ is such that (em):+ (, ap,+L for (Y E Lim (cf. Note 111.1.6(a)). E 
Proof. We have three cases. 
Case (i): a = 0. Then by 11.3.4(i) there exists an a,,-skeleton B c_A. 
Case (ii): (Y = /zI + 1. Then by 11.3.4(ii) there exists an .Q + 1, P-large a,,- 
skeleton B included in A. Obviously B is ~4’ + 1, P-large for z <a,,. 
Case (iii): a~ E Lim. Then A is (E,),,,, P-large. By 1.2.6, (E~)~~,+,,O and we also 
have (E,),,, % (E& = E,Y,+, for z da,,. Therefore for each z S a,,, A is E,?,+ ,, 
P-large and arguing as in (ii) we find an Ed?, + 1, P-large a,,-skeleton B E A. L 0 
In the proof of Lemma 111.1.5 we use all conventions described in 11.2.12, 
especially those which refer to the use of the phrase ‘concrete numbers’. 
We will work in 12, + “P defines a (B+)2-c-system”. 
We fix an interval [0, b] and prove that there exists a concrete constant co 
(independent of 6) such that the conclusion of the lemma holds under the 
additional assumption that A c [0, b]. We will put the constant c,) equal to the 
maximum of some chosen constants c,, c2, c3, which guarantee the validity of 
successive steps in the proof. By Lemma 1.2.6 on finitization the set of all (Y 
satisfying the condition 3A E [0, 61 “A is a E,, P-large” is finite and we can argue 
freely by induction on a: 
The initial step for LY = - 1 follows for c 3 c,, where c, is the constant such that 
c, P 8 for 8 E Ax(PA-). Indeed, if a”’ <2 then there is nothing to prove; but 
otherwise a 12’ 2 c, , hence A k Ax(PA-) and by Lemma 11.1.12 A k Ax(PA). 
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Now we show the inductive step from all p < cy to CX, for a 2 0. Let A s [0, b] 
be an E, + 1, P-large u-skeleton. Additionally, assume that Ind(8, E,) <a”“. Our 
aim is to show that A b Ind(8, FJ provided c is greater than a concrete constant 
c,, 3 c,. Then the lemma will be proved. It follows from the assumption that 0’, 
1~~1~ <a. In the sequel instead of e.$ we write o,(p). 
The formula Ind(s,) is obviously equivalent in 12, to 
Vk Vz V/3 [p = g$)‘* Ind(8, w~(+, + l)]. 
The usual Hilbert type proof (of the above-mentioned equivalence) has a 
concrete scheme independent of 8 and g, i.e., it is of the form 
v,(Q, . . . , $~-d@, Vy v~-~(@,Y), ~~(0, (~1, where qII,. . . , vr are concrete 
formulas of LPA(R), and r is a concrete number. 
It is clear that there exists a concrete number c2 (see 11.2.12(3)) such that the 
width of this proof is less than max( 8, r~l )‘2 (we can assume that 8 2 2). 
To obtain a Hilbert style proof with axioms of substitutions of only simple 
terms as in Section II.1 we should proceed the above sequence by a sequence of 
axioms of substitutions of successive terms and modus ponens rules (cf. the proof 
of 11.2.13). Hence also for this changed proof we can assume that its width is less 
than max(0, r,‘)‘z, for suitably chosen concrete c2 (we can assume that c2 b c,). 
Hence if c k cz from the very beginning then the considered width is less than a. 
Thus by the Soundness Lemma 11.1.10 to prove A t Ind( 0, EJ it is enough to 
prove that 
By II.19 this reduces to showing that 
Vk < a,, Vz < a,, V r/31 < a,,[A L p = a:‘-+ A k Ind( 8, c()~(Q + l)]. 
We fix k <a,,, z < a,, and rpr < a,, such that A F /? = &‘. Since 2, formulas are 
upwards absolute (see 11.2.14), fi = g, O’. By Lemma 2.1 there exists an se?, + 1, 
P-large a ,-skeleton B c A \ { uo} . 
We show that B b Ind(B, o~(E,~ + 1)). This is enough to finish the proof, 
because A is diagonally indiscernible for the ‘stars’ of formulas less than a and we 
obtain A b Ind( 8, wk( E,~ + 1)). 
By the inductive assumption 
Let m <a be such that 6 E fl,,,. Now we use the following fact: &-induction up 
to oifi+’ reduces to the IT,,,,, -induction up to .s,$-this is an old result of Gentzen 
(for the proof see [lo]). 
More precisely, the required fact is the following: 
v0 E II, 3J‘r E II,,, PA + Ind(Jc, Q) b Ind( 8, mk re+l ) 
The proof of this fact consists in a simple application of the following reduction 
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step: for all terms _r such that PA t _y < A, 
(2) Vn V6’ E II, 37’ E II,?,, PA + Ind( q’, y) t lnd( 8’, WY). 
We do not need to remember the proof of the reduction step. The only 
important information for us is that the reduction formula q’ is a concrete 
expression built-up from 8’ and y, i.e., it has the form I#(@‘, y). If y = wJ!j” 
then q’ is a concrete expression built-up from 19’, p, I and symbols of iPA. 
Also the proof of the reduction has the concrete character. Namely, it is a 
concrete sequence $J,(@‘, p,_l), . . . , vr(8’, p,_I). We can assume that this 
sequence includes the proof of the equality w’ = o ,+,(.Q + 1). Hence there exists 
a concrete constant d such that for all n, 1 (1 > 0) 
(3) vo’ E Tf, 3~’ E K+r PA U {fnd(r’, ~~~(Q + 1))) ~f(H,.I)Ind(B’o,+,(&/, + I)), 
where S( 8’, 1) 8 max( 8’ rgl 9 > I)“. 
(4) Claim. There exists a concrete constunt c3 such that for every a-skeleton A 
satisfying a b c B cj, there exists an q such that 
Ax(PA) U {lnd(n, E/J) th Ind(B, w&(.E,~+ l)), where b = (u,)“‘. 
We define inductively 
f’(& 0) =S(O, O), S’(@, 1+ 1) =f(f’(e, I), I + 1). 
If we apply k times the reduction step (3) we obtain a formula 11 E 17,,l+k such 
that 
(4) Ax(PA) U {fnd(rl, ES)) kf,cH.k) Ind(o, @k(.~ + 1)). 
Since 8 <a”” and rpl <a0 it follows that f’(0, 0) <ai and inductively that 
f ‘( 8, k) < a;;“” c u$“‘. 
By 11.2.11 there exists a concrete number cj such that every a-skeleton A with 
a 2 cq is (xd‘)“-scattered apart a few final elements. Hence if a 2 c 2 cj then 
(a;:“‘)’ < u, and the claim is proved. 
From Claim (4) it follows by (1) and the Soundness Lemma that B b 
lnd(B, mk(.sp + 1)) if we assume from the very beginning that c > c,,= 
max(c,, cj),- i.e., the inductive step follows and the lemma is proved. 0 
2.2. Note. At the end I should like to point a direction of the possible refinement 
of the results of this chapter. 
Let l(I&; E,) denote the theory of I(&,) with &,-induction restricted to the IT,, 
formulas. One can easily show that 
L(n,; w Q ‘“) c l(II,; .zN) for k E o. 
Using (2) from the proof of 1.5 we obtain 
l(I7*; <wz,:‘) c_ I(I7,,; .E,) for n 2 2. 
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Hence 
P-TH”(<w>+~‘) 5 I(nn; Ed) for II 2 2. 
One can also show the opposite inclusion. We only sketch the proof. Assume 
that I(fl,; E,) t- Vx Zly cp(x, y), where cp E A,,. Using the cut-free-cut elimination 
theorem (see [31] and [3, 4.3]), which is also valid for I(&,; E,), we find a proof p 
of Vx 3y f&x, y) consisting only of II”+, formulas; let us stress that we can 
descend to II,,, , formulas, if we use rules of induction. 
Working in P-THO(<w>~,‘) let /3 = w:(~‘+‘) and let X = [mC, &(m’)]; c will 
be chosen in the sequel. Then X is X = [mr, &(m’)]; c will be chosen in the 
sequel. Then X is o~“(~“+~) -large and by 11.3.13(b) we can find an E,-large set A 
such that lg3[A] is an (n + 1, m”)-skeleton. 
If 8 is a sentence of the form V.? rl(Z), where rl is a boolean combination of 
‘z /Z+1 formulas (q E B (Eti + ,)) then we define 
AbB CJ V_C<a,,A\{A,,}~~(x). 
One can check that the Soundness Lemma is valid for A b 8 if we restrict proofs 
to proofs consisting of nti+, formulas. 
Hence what remains is to show that A bInd(B, .sLY) for 8 <m A a.r.(@) <n. We 
write Ind(B, sp) in the form 
Vk Vz VP Va [/I = cy:’ --, Ind’(Q), wk(sfj + l)], 
where Ind’ indicates that we do not use parameters. Then as in the proof of 1.5 
we fix k, z, rp1, b <a,, and show that B kInd’(B(b), ok(+ + 1)) for a certain 
B &A\{a,,}, if c is large enough. Since Ind’(e(b), ok(cfi + 1)) is a B(&+,) 
formula it follows also that A\{ao} k Ind’(B(b), ak(.sB + l)), which finishes the 
proof. 0 
IV. The a-time iterated principles 
In this chapter we investigate the relation between the theory of the iterated 
reflection principle %&PA) and the theory I(&,) for all recursive ordinals LY. 
Moreover, we consider the sentences PH” (in the style of Paris and Harrington) 
and show that they are independent of I(<&,). 
IV. 1. The iterations of the reflection principle 
Assume that il. defines a basic system of notations in IZ’, . Then s2,(PA): (Y < A 
denotes any x,-definable sequence of theories for which 12, proves: 
%$(PA) = PA + %(PA), 
%,(PA) = PA + ‘Z(,&,ll%!fi(PA)) for LY # 0; 
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in fact, we add the formalized version of 9?(U~r<, %$(PA)). The theory 
Up<, 9$(PA) will be denoted by ?&,(PA). According to the definition of s(T) 
in 11.2.5 the set %(C&,(PA)) consists of the sentences: 
tlx (‘3~ (Prf(s<,(PA); Y> A end(y) = Sub(u, x))~(~/v)-, v(x)), 
where 17 varies over formulas of LpA. 
Here Prf(%<,(PA); y) means that y is a proof from %&PA), end(y) denotes 
the last term of the sequence y, Sub(v, x) denotes v(&/u), if 21 E LpA and u is the 
only free variable in U, rql denotes the term number mapped to the Godel 
number of QJ. For more details see [4] and [30]. 
Obviously 1.X1 proves that Z&PA) c 9$JPA) for a> 0. Finally, we put 
Ax(C??&PA)) := Ax(PA) U 9?.(9.<,(PA)). 
In this section we present a new, combinatorial-logical, proof of the Kreisel- 
Levy-Schmerl theorem [14,27]. 
1.1. Theorem. If A defines in 12, and e-system of notations, then for every LY < il, 
I(&,) = ?‘&JPA). 
We only show the inclusion 9.e(PA) c I(&,). The opposite inclusion was 
proved by Schmerl [27] by means of some tricky GSdel diagonal considerations; 
he used the Lob Theorem. This rarther simple, but useful trick also plays a role 
in the old proof-theoretical proof of the inclusion 9&(PA) E I(&,). Kreisel-Levy 
[14] proved the following reduction step: I(E,) t %(I(<&,)); but the rest of the 
proof of the inclusion s2,(PA) 5 I(E,) re res on the above-mentioned trick. I’ 
We present a combinatorial-logical proof of the ‘complete reduction in one 
step’, i.e., the inclusion Ze(PA) c I(&,). W e d o not use in this proof any form of 
diagonal considerations. In the companion paper [24], a combinatorial-logical 
proof of the reduction U, P-TH”(c,) t 9?(U, P-TH”(<r,)) is presented. This 
reduction together with the results of the previous chapter gives another proof of 
the Kreisel-Levy reduction step. 
To formulate the main lemma for the proof of Theorem 1.1 assume that P E 2, 
defines in IE, a (B+)*-E-system of sequences for h; it exists by 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. For 
the definition see 111.1.2. 
We put c_r = w, Ax(%_,(PA)) = Ax(PA). 
1.2. Lemma. IE, proves: there exists a concrete number c such that for every 
c 2 c,,, and for every (Y satisfying - 1 s a < il and every a the following implication 
is valid: 
“A is an E, + 1, P-large a-skeleton” A b = (a)“‘-+A kh Ax(?&(PA)). 
Proof. We work in LX,. The underling idea of the proof is the same as the idea 
behind the proof of Lemma 11.1.5. 
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We fix an interval [0, d] and prove the lemma for A c [0, d] by induction on (Y, 
which by Lemma 1.2.6 on finitization reduces to finite induction. We chose 
successively some concrete constants c, , c2, c3 for successive steps in the proof 
and put finally c = max(c, , c2, cj) (cf. the beginning of the proof of 111.1.5). 
The initial step for CY = -1 follows from Lemma 11.1.12 for c 2 c,, where c, is a 
constant such that c, b 8 for 8 E Ax(PA-). 
Now we show the inductive step for (Y in LX,. Let A E [0, d] be an E, + 1, 
P-large u-skeleton. Additionally we assume 8 < b = u”~, 13 E Ax(&(PA)). Our 
aim is to show that A k H provided c is greater than a concrete constant c2 2 c, 
(independent of d), in all assumptions, also in the inductive assumption. 
If 8 E Ax(PA) then, by I. 1.12, A k 8. Therefore to end the proof we have to 
consider the following case: 
0 := Vx ( r3y (Prf(R+(PA); y) A end(y) = Sub(u, x))‘(ylu)+ V(X)), 
where 17 E L,, is some formula less than 6. 
The above formula is obviously equivalent in 12, to the following formula: 
8, := Vx Vy Vz ( rPrf(Ax(92gy. (PA)); y) A end(y) = Sub(v, x)’ (J/V)-, r(x)), 
where Q’ is such that sup (Y?‘= (Y and (.sN):+,, E,Y,+, for cx E Lim (cf. Note 
111.1.6(a)). 
Since 8, is an expression built up, in a concrete number of steps, of q and r~ 
and a smaller than b, it follows that, if c is large enough, say if c 2 cz 2 c, then 
0, <a (cf. Note 11.2.12). For the same reason we can assume that if c 2 c2 then 
the proof of the equivalence 8e 8, has width less than a. Hence, by the 
soundness Lemma 11.1.10, A k 13 iff A k 0,. 
We show that A k 8,. Since 0, < a, to proof A k 8, it is enough to show that for 
all X, y, 2 < a,, 
A k rPrf(Ax(9?n,y,(PA)); y) A end(y) = Sub(v, x)‘(J/u) implies A I= q(x). 
Since the formula to the right of the first sign b is of class Z,, it is upwards 
absolute (cf. Note 11.2.11). Hence it suffices to prove that 
Ax(%d(PA)) I-, q(x) implies A != q(x) for all x, y, z <a,,. 
Take X, y, z < a,, and assume that Ax(%~~,(PA)) t, q(x). In particular, 
Ax(%~~Y(PA)) t,,, q(x). By 2.1, there exists B GA \ {a,,} which is an E~V’ + 1, 
P-large a ,-skeleton. 
By the inductive assumption, if we put b’ = (a,)“’ we obtain Bkhz 
Ax(+,(PA)). H ence under the additional assumption that (u,,)~ < a, we obtain 
B k q(z). Since A is diagonally indiscernible for q* it follows that A k q(x) and 
the conclusion of the lemma follows. Observe that for b = a”” < 2 the conclusion 
is trivial. 
Hence to finish the proof it is enough to choose a concrete constant c3 such that 
the condition a b c 3 cj implies that (a,,)” da,. (Then we put finally c = 
max(c,, c2, c?).) By 11.2.11 there exists a concrete constant c3 2 4 such that every 
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a-skeleton A with a 2 c3 is Y-scattered apart a few final elements. Hence if 
a 2 c z cj then a: < a, and the lemma is proved. 0 
1.3. Note. Lemma IV.1.2 suggests the following question: does the polynomial 
reduction of %!JPA) to I(&,) exist, in symbols, does 6B2,(PA) ~““‘I(E,) hold (for 
an explanation of the notation see 11.1.9). 
In the case of an affirmative answer, Lemma 111.1.5 immediately yields Lemma 
IV.1.2. Indeed the answer is positive, but to establish it we need Lemma IV.1.2. 
This can be established by an easy estimation of the length of the proof in I(&,) in 
the proof of IV.l.l below. 
Proof of Theorem l.l( 2 ). Let n B 1. For T = %&PA) Lemma 11.2.6 reads as 
follows: 
12, k CR(%<,(PA); Zz,)* R(~<,(PA); Z,), 
where the combinatorial reflection principle CR(%<,(PA); Em) says: 
Vb 3A [“A is a En_,-scattered b-skeleton” A A kh %&PA)]. 
Hence it is enough to show that I(&,) k CR(%,(PA); &) for every natural n. 
Now we fix n. From now on we work in the system I. For given b we 
choose a p less than LY and a number b, such that 
VB < b (6 E %&PA)+ Ax(%(j(PA)) kh, 0). 
Obviously it is enough to construct a Xn_,-scattered b,-skeleton A such that 
A kh, Ax(%$(PA)). Assume that PEE, defines in 12, a (B+)2-&-system of 
sequences for Ed+,. 
Let cg be the number from 1.2. Put a = (b,)Cf~ and y = o:fi+‘. Let d = 
(H”-‘);(a). We define B = {(H”-‘)‘(a): (H”-‘)‘(a) cd}. It is easy to check that 
B is w:#+‘, P-large and En-,-scattered. Hence by 11.3.4(ii) there exists an E, + 1, 
P-large a-skeleton A s B. Thus, by 1.2, A k!,, Ax (%,$(PA)) and this finishes the 
proof. 0 
Since the proof of Theorem 1.1 is formalizable in LX,, III. 1.12 shows the 
following corollary. 
1.4. Corollary. For all n 3 1, 12, k CR(%&(PA); Z,,) e R($?&(PA); &). 
IV. 2. The iterations of Ramsey ‘s combinatorial principle 
The aim of this section is to prove that the appropriate ath iterate of the 
Paris-Harrington principle, PH& is independent of I(<E,) or rather of %&PA) 
(by 1.1, I(<E,) = %<,(PA)). 
Before we formulate exactly the principle PHZ let us consider some ways of 
strengthening the principle PH. 
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Assume that W(H, e, k, c) is some property of finite sets; H varies over finite 
sets, c is a fixed parameter. Then we define the following strengthening of 
Ramsey’s combinatorial principle: 
RP[W] = Ve, k 3r 3M VF: [Ml’+ r 3H E Horn(F) 
[]H] 2 max(k, e + 1) A W(H, e, k, c)], 
where H E Horn(F) is a shorthand for H _c dam(F) A F r[H]’ = Const. Observe 
that 
IA0 + exp 1 RP[“H is w-large”] = PH. 
Requiring H to be much larger we obtain a direct strengthening of PH. In the 
companion paper [24] it was proved that the principle RP[“H is (&,),-large”] is 
independent of I(&,) (for appropriate systems of notations). In fact, it is 
equivalent to R(I(s,); 2,) over 12,. 
Now we fix a basic system Q of notations for A in IT, and of class 2, and look 
for iterations of PH, formed in such a way that we require H to satisfy the 
combinatorial principle of some previous iterates. McAloon [18] defined in this 
way the combinatorial property X+a(m)E. It follows by recursion on Z, 
formulas in PA that there exists a 2, formula X+“(m)! such that PA proves that 
for all cy< h: 
(i) X+“(rn)~ e X-+, (m); (Paris-Harrington property), 
(ii) X+a(m)E ti V(F : [Xl” + k) 3H E Horn(F) 
[(]H] 3 max(n + 1, m) A Vi 6 n (H-+“l(l + h,,,)~::;)], for (Y > 0, 
where h,, denotes the element hho from H. 
McAloon proved: 
2.1. Theorem. For every solution of (i) and (ii), 
PA btlx 3~ ([I, Y] -+“(x + 1);) = R(%<,(PA); 2,). 
We consider here an iteration of PH having the simplest form. 
2.2. Definition. X+,(.); denotes an arbitrary 2, formula that LZ’, proves that 
for every (Y < ?L 
(i) X-+,,(*)Z e X+.(O)L 
(ii) X+a(-); e V(F:[X]“+k)Vi<nElHEHom(F) 
(H-t, ($I), for cr>o. 
Finally, we define 
PH;=VnVk 3M V(F:[M]“+2)Vi Srt 3H ~Horn(F)((Hj 3 k A H-+,,(-)21). 
2.3. Theorem. IZ, k PH?j # R(S&(PA); 2,) for & > 0. 
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The proof of Theorem 2.3(t) is a copy of the McAloon [18] purely syntactical 
proof of Theorem 2.1(t) and we omit it. The proof of Theorem 2.1(-+) in [18] 
uses the construction of a theory which is a sort of iteration of the collection of all 
principles PH,: 12 arbitrary. McAloon showed that this theory includes %<,(PA). 
The general scheme of the proof is very similar to the old proof of the 
Kreisel-Levy-Schmerl Theorem. The proof of Theorem 2.3(-+) presented here is 
a sort of ‘complete reduction in one step’ as the proof in the previous section. 
This refined method applies as well to Theorem 2.1(j) but it is not known 
whether conversely. 
Proof (of + in LX,). Assume PH$. By Lemma 11.2.6 it is enough to show that 
CR(?&,(PA); 2,) which reads 
Vu 3A (“A is an a-skeleton” A A b,Ax(%<,(PA))). 
It is difficult to do this directly for the hierarchy gLj(PA). We need a new 
hierarchy ‘&(PA) ( or rather a new definition of the old hierarchy). We define 
Ax(&,(PA)) = Ax(PA), 
Ax(‘&(PA)) = Ax(PA) U {Vx Vy Vz ( rPrf(Ax &; y) A end(y) 
= Sub(v, x)l (_r/v)+ q(x)): q E LPA} for (E 3 0. 
Finally, we put $&(PA) = Cn(Ax(s2,(PA))). 
One can show that &(PA) = 9.JPA) by means of the Schmerl trick 
mentioned in the previous section. 
We show that 
Vu Ve 3A [“A is an u-skeleton” A A kUAx($?.;l,,(PA))“]. 
Take an arbitrary e and take an arbitrary a a e greater than the constant cg from 
11.1.11 which guarantees that u-skeletons are (X + l)*-scattered. Let b be an 
arbitrary number >a + max(2:, c,), where cl is greater than the constants from 
Lemmas 11.4.2 and 11.4.5. 
By PHZ there exists an M such that 
V(F:[M]“-+2) Vi ~a 3A thorn (IAl s b A A-t,(.);‘). 
We put F:[M]” -+2 equal to the partition from 11.4.5 which forces the 
existence of u-skeletons. We put i = e. Hence there exists an A such that 
A -+n, (.)Z? and lg4]A \ {dl minus its last a elements is an u-skeleton with a,, 3 c,. 
Hence to complete the proof of the theorem it is enough to show the following 
claim for every a < A. 
Claim. If A-+,(.);‘, a,, 2 c, and A ’ = lg4[A \ {u,~}] minus its lust a elements is an 
u-skeleton, then A ‘Lo Ax(&(PA)). 
To prove this claim we introduce more transparent notation. Let us denote 
A +n(.)‘;l by W(A, a) and lg4(x) by G(x). The set B minus {b,,} and minus its a 
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elements is denoted by B,. We make the convention that if (Y = 0 then CY~ = -1 
for each x. 
We define 
(i) W(A, -1) = IAJ 2 a,,. 
Now, by 2.2, W(A, a) implies that 
V(F : [A]“’ --, 2) Vz s a, 3B E Horn(F) W(B, LY,)] 
By 11.4.2 there exists a partition P: [A\{a,,}]“‘+ 2 such that if B E Horn(P) then 
lg4[B\ {b,,}] minus its last lg4(a,) elements is a lg4(a,)-skeleton. Using the idea of 
the proof of 11.4.5 we define F : [A Jo’-+ 2 having the same property. 
Hence the following implication is valid: 
(ii) W(A, a)-,Vz ~a, 3B LA 
[W(B, a$) A “G[Br;(,,)] is an G(u,)-skeleton”] 
for all a, 0 C (Y < Iz. 
The claim will be proved as soon as we show the following lemma (we assume 
W(A, a), G(x) =y E 2, and co is the constant from 11.1.11). 
2.4. Lemma (12,). Zf G is nondecreasing and W(A, a) has properties (i) and (ii) 
then the following implication is valid: 
W(A, a) A “G[A,] is an u-skeleton” A a 2 co--+ G[A,] k,Ax(&(PA)). 
Proof (EC’,). Our proof is a refinement of the proof of Lemma 1.3. Fix an A and 
an a such that W(A, a). Let 0 be the set of ordinals of the form 
(. . . ((cq,~)~~). . -)ok, where u’, u2, . . . , uk varies over all increasing sequences of 
elements less than max A (including the empty sequence, hence LY E 0). Observe 
that 0 is finite. 
We show by induction on /3 E 0 that the following implication is valid: 
W(B, /I?) A “G[B,] is an u-skeleton” A a 3 cc,+ 
G[B,I ba Ax@#‘N) f or all B GA and all us maxA. 
This is obviously true for p = -1. To show the inductive step from all y < p 
which belong to 0 to 6 E 0, where p 3 0, assume that B c A, W(B, /3) and 
G[B,] is an u-skeleton, where co 6 a < max A. 
Let 
0 := VX Vy Vz (IPrf(Ax s2,;y) A end(y) = Sub(v, x)’ (T/V)+ n(x)) 
be less than a. It is enough to show that G[B,] k 0. 
Since G[B,] is an u-skeleton it is enough to show that for all x, y, z < 
min G[B,], Ax($!~~~(PA)) t,,n(x) implies that G[B,] k q(s) (cf. the proof of 
Lemma 1.3). 
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We know that min G[B,] = G(b,). H ence take X, z < G(b,,) and assume that 
Ax(%(PA)) t(;(/,,) V(X). 
By (ii) it follows that there exists C s B such that W(C, pz) and G[C,(,,,] is an 
G(b,)-skeleton. Hence by the inductive assumption G[C,,,,,] kC;(hl) Ax(&(PA)). 
Thus by the Soundness Lemma G[C Gch,J brl(x) and finally also G[B,I b rl(z), 
because x < G(b,,) and r] <a. 0 
V. Transfinite induction in the language with a satisfaction class 
In this chapter we extend the results of Chapter III beyond subsystems of the 
true first-order arithmetic. 
We deal here with satisfaction classes. Given M k PA, by a full satisfaction class 
for M we mean a subset S 5 M x M of pairs (0, 5) of the form (formula, 
sequence) in the sense of M for which the usual Tarski condition on truth is 
satisfied (see Krajewski [15] for a more precise definition). 
Let Sat(s)) be a II, formula of the language Lr+,(S) = L,, U {S} which 
describes these conditions. We set by convention E_, = o. 
Let I(&,; S) denote LYE’, plus Sat(s) enriched with the scheme of transfinite 
induction up to E, for all formulas of LPA(S). The theory I(&-,; S) is usually 
denoted by PA(S). 
All results of Chapter III can be extended to the case of I(&,; S). For 
illustration we only show the following theorem. 
1. Theorem. Assume that P of class 2, defines in 12, a (B+)*-E-system for E,,+,. 
Then 
I(.%;S) pk+2’ P-TH”(<E,~+,) for all rz. 
Corollary. I(&,; S) IL,, = I(<EEn+,). 
The simplest case of corollary for LY = -1, i.e. the statement PA(S) rLpA = 
I(<E_), was proved in [ll], in a direct manner, without using the logical 
properties of u-skeleton. The method used there relies on a combinatorial 
construction of a full satisfaction class S over recursively saturated models for 
I(<%,). 
Now to prove Theorem 1, we construct in P-TH”( < E,,,,) some fragments of 
satisfaction classes, so-called Em-large a, S-skeletons and we will use their logical 
properties. 
Obviously the essential difficulty lies in showing the inclusion c in Theorem 1. 
The opposite inclusion follows from the following observations: first 
I(.%; S) = I(<&+,; S). Moreover, we easily show by induction on y that 
I(<&,+,;S)~~~[-lay<w~+‘~V8S(Ind(B, cy))] for all n. 
Hence I(<E,~+,) c I(&,; S) and Theorem l(z) follows. 
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Proof of Theorem l(~). We first assume that 
I(s,; S) t,vx 3Y Q7(x, Y), 
where IJJ is of class fl,,,. By Z,-completeness 
I&k (I(&& S) km rvx 3Y v,(x, Y)’ 1. 
Then we want to work in P-THn(<cEn+,). By Corollary 111.1.9 we have freedom 
in choosing P, because P-THn(<cEa+,) is the same theory for all (B+)‘-c-systems 
P in 12,. 
For our purposes we assume that P is a (B+)2-c-system in 12, such that there 
exists a Q E 2, such that 
(1) Q is a (B+)2-s-system (in 12,) and 
(2) (qJP = s,g+r for all (Y E Lim\{O} (in LX’,). 
Having chosen such a P (it exists by 1.2.2) we work in P-TH”(<c&_ 
Take an a > mc, for c to be chosen later. Our main aim is the same as in the 
proof of 111.1.4 (where we worked in P-TH”(<s,+,)). Namely to construct a 
&-scattered @-skeleton C with min C 2 a such that C k rV~ 3y cp(x, y)‘, which 
implies that Vx s a 3y s c, cp(x, y) and finishes the proof. 
Let /?(m, c) = q, where y = wz(+‘. First we construct in an obvious way a 
&-scattered P(m, c)-large set A with min A = a. 
Now we roughly describe the remaining three steps. The second step is to 
choose some special o,?$+‘, Q-large set B GA called an S-skeleton. 
In the third step we construct an E, + 1, Q-large set C c B which in a 
relativized manner is an ‘m’, S-skeleton’, i.e., it is an S-skeleton and we have 
well defined C != q for q E LPA(S), 9 < m’. 
Moreover, for such S-skeletons we show that C b Sat(S). 
In the last (fourth) step we show how Lemma 111.1.5 should be modified to 
obtain the relativized version of 111.1.5 saying roughly that C!=,, Ax(I(.s,; S)) for 
large enough c. 
To realize the second step we need some definitions. 
2. Definition. A is o i p, Q-large iff there exist sets B’ and B2 such that 
(1) maxB’=minB2andB=B’UB2, 
(2) B’ is P-large and B2 is o-large. 
If o i p is well defined then obviously B is w -i- p, Q-large in the above sense 
iff B is w i p, Q-large in the usual sense. 
Let B be a set. We define by = max,{ B fl [b, max B] is y-large} and BY = 
{b E B: b s by}. 
3. Definition. We say that B is an S-skeleton iff b is o-large and for every a E B” 
the set B f7 (a, max B] is an u-skeleton. 
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If B is an S-skeleton then we define 
BkS(O,i) @ 8<b”/\.?<b”/\ BbB(x). 
Let us set A = E,~+,. 
4. Lemma. There exists a concrete constant c such that for all /3 satisfying p < A 
and for each qj, P-large set A with a,, 3 c there exists an o i p, Q-large S-skeleton 
B&A. 
This lemma completes the second step. Namely, if we put p = P(m, c) in 4, 
then we obtain the desired w i w:<+‘-large S-skeleton B G A. 
Proof. Take for c (c 3 3) the constant from 11.2.13 for F(x) =x + 1. Thanks to 
Lemma 1.2.6 on finitization we can freely argue by induction on a. 
If /3 = 0 then by 11.3.4(i) there exists an a,,-skeleton B’ E A. Since b;, > a,, the 
set B = {ao} U {bl,, . . . , b:,,,,} is the required S-skeleton. 
Now we show the inductive step from all appropriate y < p to p for /3 2 0. 
Let A be an Ed, P-large with a,, 3 c. By Lemma 111.2.1 there exists an E,,#, + 1, 
P-large a,,-skeleton A’ EA. By the choice of c, A’ GA\ {a,,}. 
By the inductive assumption there exists an o i a:,, Q-large S-skeleton 
B’cA’. We put B = {a,)} UB’. Hence B is wq a:,+ 1, Q-large, i.e., B is 
w + Q, Q-large if (Y is nonlimit. If a is limit we infer first that B is w i a:,, 
Q-large. Hence also B is w i a, Q-large. Moreover, B fl (a,,, max B] = B’ =A’ is 
an a,,-skeleton. Hence B is also an S-skeleton. 0 
To realize the third step we need a few auxiliary definitions. Assume that 
r] E LPA(S) and A is an S-skeleton. Let quA define a A,,-formula obtained from 
‘I* by substitutions of all appearances of S(0, X) by A k O(X). 
5. Definition. An S-skeleton A is called an a, S-skeleton iff A is w i a-large, 
a s a(), and A” is a set of diagonally indiscernible elements for all relations 
Tr,,(v*A(Z, j)), where 11 ranges over all generalizations of all formulas q E LPA(S) 
less than a. Moreover, we assume that A” is a set of indiscernible elements for 
Tr,,(q*A(Z, 7)) for all those q as above which are sentences. 
6. Definition. If A is an a, S-skeletons and r E LPA(S), q <a, then we define 
A k q(X) @ Tro(q*A(X, aw+npl, . . . , a(O)), where n = a.r.(q). 
Since A \{a()) is an a,,-skeleton the above definition agrees with the usual 
definition of the relation A b q(X) for q E L PAm. Now, we relativize without difficulty 
all lemmas of Chapter II. The relativized versions are marked, by the letter S. We 
now describe successively these versions. Passing to 11.1.9(i)-(ii)“, II.l.lOs, 
11.1.12’ consists in the following changes in the corresponding lemmas and 
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proofs: the set A is replaced by an S-skeleton A, the u-skeleton A is replaced by 
an a, S-skeleton A. 
The relativized version of Lemma 11.1.9(iii) has the following form. 
7. Lemma (IA,, + exp). Zf A is an a, S-skeleton, A” = {a,,, . . . , uk}, 8 E LPA(S), 
O(_?, y) < a, then 
vi < uw+r+l [A k VJ 8(_Z, J) e Vj -=c LF’+~ A t 0(X, j)], 
where I is a number such that either a.r.(O) G r 6 k - 1, or r = k and X is empty. 
(Proof without essential changes.) 
The relativized version of Lemma 11.1.12 has the following form. 
8. Lemma (IA,, + exp). There exists a constant cg such that for every a, S-skeleton 
A with a 2 co, A k, Ax(PA(S)). 
Proof. Obviously, it is enough to show that there exists cc, such that for every 
a, S-skeleton A with a 3 co, A L Sat(s). 
Assume temporarily that cg > ‘Sat(S)’ ; and appropriate value of co will be 
chosen in the course of the proof. Assume now that A is an a, S-skeleton with 
a 2 cc,. 
We only show that if cg is large enough then 
A k rVO E LPA(S) V6 E Seq Vu E Zm (S(Vv 8, 6) e Vx S(0, ~(x/v)))~ . 
By 7. it is enough to show that 
Ve,~,v<u,,(A~8~L~~(S)~b~Val/\v~Zrn--, 
S(Vv 8,6) e vx S( 8,6(X/V)). 
The formulas: 8 E LPA(S), 6 E Val, v E Zm are of class A,,(2”) and hence by 
11.2.14’, when co is large enough, these formulas are A” absolute for 0, 6, v < a,,. 
We now fix 8, 6, v <a,, such that 8 E J!+,(S), 6 E Val, v E Zm. Hence it is 
enough to show 
(1) A 1 S(Vv 8, 6) e A k VX S( 8, &x/v)). 
By the definition of S-skeletons 
A L S(Vv 8, 6) e A L Vu e(6) e A \ {uo} L Vu o(6). 
Since A is an S-skeleton and hence A \ {a,,} is an a,,-skeleton it follows by 11.1.9 
that 
A L Vu e(6) e Vx -=c a, A != O@(x/v)). 
Since A is w i u-large it follows that a, < uw and hence 
VX <a, AL 0(6(x/v)) e Vx <a, A FS(& 6(x/v)). 
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Therefore 
A LS(VvO, 6) e Vx <a, A LS(O, 6(x/v)) 
and by Lemma 7 the proof is finished. 0 
To end the third step we consider the relativized version of 11.3.4(ii) which has 
the following form. 
9. Lemma. If A is an w i w>+‘-large S-skeleton, a,, 2 a 2 3, then there exists an 
w i E, + l-large a, S-skeleton B E A. 
Since A” is o,E”+r -large we can repeat the whole reasoning without essential 
changes and we obtain a B’ c A” such that B’ is E, + l-large and is a set of 
diagonally indiscernible elements over Tr(q*A(2, j)) for all q <a. 
Let B = B’ U (A \A”). Then B” = B’ is a set of diagonally indiscernible 
elements over Tr( 7 *B(Z, j)) and is suitably indiscernible. Moreover, B is 
obviously an S-skeleton and hence B is an a, S-skeleton. 0 
Finally, taking the cc) i o,$+’ -large S-skeleton B GA from the end of the 
second step and applying Lemma 9 we obtain an w i E, + l-large r&‘, S-skeleton 
CGA. Obviously C is &-scattered and as we know we have to show that 
Ck ‘Vx 3y q$x, y)‘. 
We pass to the fourth step. Since I(&,; S) km, ‘Vx 3y q(x, y)’ and the re- 
lativized version of the Soundness Lemma is valid, to finish the proof of Theorem 
1 it is enough to show that Cb,( Ax(I(e,; S)) for large enough c. Hence it is 
enough to show the relativized version of 111.1.5. 
Since all lemmas which were needed to prove 111.1.5 can be easily relativized, 
we only state the relativized version, omitting the description of changes in the 
proof. 
10. Lemma. There exists a concrete number c such that for all a! satisfying 
(Y = -1 v a < A and for each o i ea + 1, P-large a, S-skeleton A, 
A L,I/< Ax(I(&,; S)). 
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